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The two late-romantic operas Rusalka by Antonín Dvořák and The Snow Maiden by 
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov are based on fairy tales, and combine romance, fantasy, and drama. 
Their plots develop in parallel universes and have astonishing similarities. However, the music 
and drama develop following different goals. In Rusalka, leitmotifs and dramatic harmonies shape 
the plot into a tragedy.  In The Snow Maiden motives and melodies exist to describe the character 
rather than lead the story and the drama; the focus is on Russian folk elements, choruses, and 
people.   
The main character in both operas is a naïve, beautiful, fairy-like female character who 
rejects her own supernatural world for her desperate desire to experience human love and passion. 
Other main characters in both operas is the man-lover of the protagonists, who is a  an unstable 
figures who easily change his mind, a fatherly figure who helps lead the events, a female character 
(a mother or an aunt) who acts as the allowing force for the protagonist’s entrance to the human 
world, or the world of passion. Additionally, an antagonist female character, who is human, 
passionate and has a stronger voice than that of the protagonist, is able to experience passion and 
love from the protagonist’s lover. In both cases, Dvořák and Rimsky-Korsakov, masterfully 
manage to depict every character, emotion, and moment in the plot, each with his own skill in 
orchestration, melody, harmony, and texture.  
In Chapter Four a compendium of all the important musical figures is presented to assist 
the reader in understanding the detailed comparison of the two opera plots from Chapter Three. It 
show the most important motives and melodies within the two operas, that present the different 
characteristics in musical and motivic style of the two composers, and describe the characters and 
plot. The research follows based on articles, books, reviews, and dissertations that help shed more 
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scientific light to the characters of the opera. With the transformation of each character through 
the discovery of their significance in history through the evolution of culture, the two fairy tales 
obtain such a depth in dimension and perspective that it truly becomes like a treasure hunt, or an 
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CHAPTER ONE:  
INTRODUCTION 
 Human culture in its grandiosity is often presented through fairytales. Some fairy tales 
have been carried by storytellers and travelers, making their way through the centuries of human 
history. Some have been adopted, have evolved, transformed, or have been modified to meet the 
expectations of their audiences. From a simple story, a fairy tale becomes a representation of a 
period of human history, of human evolution, a part of literature, of music, of theatre, of 
romanticism, of medievalism, or of patriotism. A fairy tale can represent so much of what art 
depicts: color, love, magic, culture, custom and fantasy.  
 In the culture of opera and ballet, often the same fairy tale can be presented from a 
completely different perspective musically and dramaturgically. The interest derived from 
analyzing how a fairy tale was used to construct an opera grew, as well as how an opera 
constructed on a fairy tale could be realized. Some of the most famous fairy tales captured my 
interest, but I was equally excited to find fairy tales I have not yet heard of—specifically, the 
fairy tales used in Slavic cultures. Rusalka, one of the most famous fairy tales known to the west 
as “The Little Mermaid,” came to life through Antonín Dvořák’s opera Rusalka, and became 
standard operatic repertoire representing the Czech culture. Through fairytale operas, I 
discovered an opera based on a fairy tale very similar to Rusalka that was equally interesting and 
beautiful, but not as famous. The fairy tale—and the subsequent opera by Nikolai Rimsky-
Korsakov—is Snegurochka or The Snow Maiden.  
These two operas are both by Slavic composers, and they were composed two decades 
apart. Despite the abundant similarities present between the operas, there are also many 
differences in musical, instrumentation, and other compositional techniques, as well as 
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characters, mythology, ideology, and background influences. Thus the two prove to be an ideal 




 A Lyric Fairy Tale in Three Acts 
Act 1:  The beautiful water nymph Rusalka falls in love with a wondering young Prince. 
Desperate to experience this love, she begs her father, the Water Sprite, to give her advice how to 
be unchained by the water and be able to go on land and seek her Prince. Terrified about her 
wish, her father warns her about the dangers that befall anyone who goes near humans. 
Enamored, Rusalka sings to the moon about her love for the Prince, and then finds the witch 
Ježibaba to ask her to make a spell so that she can go on the land.1 Ježibaba agrees to turn her 
into a human, but warns her that if she does not find the love she is seeking, she and her Prince 
will be damned. In exchange for her spell, Ježibaba takes Rusalka’s voice. In the morning, 
Rusalka, wakes up as a mortal and is found by the Prince; even though she cannot speak nor can 
he hear her voice, he falls in love with her beauty thinking and takes her with him to be his bride.  
 
Act 2: At the castle Rusalka appears to be a strange, almost fearsome figure, who is unknown to 
all by name and origin. Rusalka and the Prince walk together in the gardens of the Prince’s 
castle; and even though Rusalka is shy and very gentle, she appears to the Prince as very cold 
and distant. A very exotic and fiery Foreign Princess, approaches the Prince, who decides to 
spend time with her. Realizing that the Prince is slowly taken by the Foreign Princess, Rusalka 
                                                 
1
 The Metropolitan Opera, “Synopsis: Rusalka,” https://www.metopera.org/user-information/synopses-
archive/rusalka (accessed January 5, 2019). 
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finds her father in a nearby lake and her voice is briefly recovered only to ask him for help. The 
Prince appears and confesses his love to the foreign Princes. When Rusalka sees the confession 
she approaches the Prince in tears, but he rejects her and she runs away. At the end of the act, the 
Water Sprite warns the Prince of his fate. Horrified, the Prince turns to the Princess for help, but 
instead she mocks him and his bride Rusalka, and leaves him.  
 
Act 3: Rusalka has returned to her lake. Ježibaba appears, laughing at how the things turned out 
and telling her that only by killing the Prince with a knife she can be saved. Rusalka rejects the 
idea and sinks into the depths of the lake. Two people from the castle appear to ask for 
Ježibaba’s help, since, as they say, their Prince has been cursed by a magical creature (Rusalka). 
The Water Sprite rises to defend his daughter, scaring the two humans away. The nymphs hide 
mournfully when the Water Sprite tells them what happened to Rusalka. The Prince appears, full 
of regret for his actions, seeking Rusalka. She appears from the waters and asks the Prince why 
he wasted her love, and explains to him that one kiss from her would be fatal for him. The Prince 
asks her again for a kiss, since that is the only thing to give him peace. When she does kiss him, 










Synopsis: The Snow Maiden 
 A Springtime Tale in Prologue and Four Acts 
Prologue: The Spring appears, accompanied by birds. She and Father Frost have been married 
and they have a daughter, Snow Maiden (Snegurotchka). Their marriage caused the jealousy of 
the god of sun, Yarillo, who in return allowed the land (of the Berendeys) to experience long 
winters and cold. Father Frost appears and discusses his worries about his daughter, saying that 
god Yarillo intends to kill her, by making her fall passionately in love.2 They decide to send her 
to a man named Bobyl to hide her and have their servant Leshy protect her. When Snow Maiden 
finds out that she is moving to a human village, she is very happy because she has heard the 
songs of a boy Lel and she wants hear them again. Soon she moves to the village and is found by 
Bobyl and his wife Bobylikha who will from now on be her family.  
 
Act 1: The shepherd Lel offers to sing to Snow Maiden. When he sings for her she gives him a 
flower, but he runs away chasing other girls and leaves Snow Maiden alone and sad. Kupava, a 
friend of Snow Maiden, is full of happiness because her fiancé, Mizgir, is soon arriving in their 
village. With Mizgir’s arrival Kupava sings with the crowd out of excitement for soon she will 
become a bride. However, Mizgir’s interest suddenly falls on the beauty of the Snow Maiden and 
he decides to abandon Kupava and ask Snow Maiden to give him her love. Desperate and 
humiliated, Kupava cries and begs him to return to her love, but he ignores her. She decides to 
go and ask the Tsar of the Berendeys for justice.  
 
                                                 
2
Mariinsky Theatre, “The Snow Maiden: Synopsis,” 




Act 2: The Tsar is worried that the god Yarillo has made the village experience colder springs 
and shorter summers. He decides to earn the favor of the god by announcing a celebration on god 
Yarillo’s day, and as a special feature of the celebration to make a grand wedding for all the 
youths of the land of the Berendeys to be married. Kupava enters crying, explaining her 
misadventures and asking the Tsar to punish Mizgir for humiliating her. The Tsar calls for the 
royal court and for Mizgir to be found. At the court, Mizgir admits his love for Snow Maiden and 
is to be punished by the Tsar, when suddenly Snow Maiden enters and the Tsar is amazed by her 
beauty and asks her if her heart belongs to someone. She answers negatively, and the tsar 
announces that Snow Maiden’s heart must be won before god Yarillo’s Day.  
 
Act 3: The village and the youths of the Berendeys sing and dance. Lel’s song amazes the Tsar, 
who decides to award him by allowing him to kiss a girl from the crowd. Even though Snow 
Maiden begged him to choose her, Lel kisses Kurava. Seeing their kiss, Snow Maiden is 
heartbroken and runs to the forest in tears. Snow Maiden sings about her heartbroken feelings 
towards Lel, and suddenly Mizgir appears and confesses his love. His passionate confession 
becomes aggressive and scares Snow Maiden away, and Mizgir is left in the forest to chase her 
shadows. 
 
Act 4: Snow Maiden calls her mother Spring near the lake and begs her to give her the ability of 
passionate love. Spring appears saying that soon she will depart from the land since sun and god 
Yarillo will initiate the beginning of summer. She gives her daughter the ability to love 
passionately, and warns her to stay away from the light of Yarillo. Mizgir enters searching for 
her, and she, full of the newly given emotions of love, is enchanted by Mizgir and confesses love 
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towards him. As people and the Tsar arrive, Mizgir asks for the Tsar’s blessing into his marriage 
with the Snow Maiden. A stream of Yarillo’s sunlight falls on the Snow Maiden, who slowly 
starts melting while she confesses to the Tsar her love for Mizgir. Happy to have experienced 
love, Snow Maiden dies. Mizgir desperately throws himself in the lake and perishes. With the 
death of the two, the village continues to celebrate, since now Yarillo’s jealousy has passed, and 





















THE BACKGROUND OF THE TWO OPERAS AND THEIR COMPOSERS 
 Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov (1844–1908) composed the spring tale The Snow Maiden 
(Snegurochka) after a tale by Aleksandr Nikolaevich Ostrovsky. The term ‘spring-tale’ describes 
a fairy tale that unfolds during spring season, and it is very descriptive of the weather in general. 
When researching the term spring tale, one observes the close association with this specific 
opera, The Snow Maiden. The opera is not assigned an opus number. This was the third opera 
Rimsky-Korsakov composed. With his compositions, Rimsky-Korsakov contributed most 
notably to the “Mighty Five” (Mily Balakirev, César Cui, Modest Mussorgsky, Nikolai Rimsky-
Korsakov and Alexander Borodin) in establishing the basis of the Russian operatic repertoire. 
The Snow Maiden was composed between 1880 and 1881; the first performances took place from 
January 29 to February 10, 1892, and were conducted by Eduard Nápravník in Saint Petersburg.3 
Its first publication was in 1881, also in Saint Petersburg. The opera had a second version that 
included slight changes in the overall opera; it was modified and finished by 1895 and published 
in Saint Petersburg in 1898.   
 Ostrovsky’s parable of The Snow Maiden presents a pantheistic tale, full of folk rituals, 
traditions, and fantasies. It presents a seasonal cycle in which the summer season in the face of 
the god of sun Yarillo prevails over the winter season and Father Frost.4 This defeat is presented 
in the folk seasonal songs, “kalendarnїye pesni.” The opera presents the reach of Rimsky-
Korsakov’s use of allegory as presented in his compositions. Different definitions can be given 
to the allegories within the tale that are related to human emotion, love, and experience. The folk 
                                                 
3
 Richard Taruskin, "Rimsky-Korsakov, Nikolay Andreyevich," Grove Music Online (January 2002), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0





music and ritual in the opera are what brings together nature and humankind, gods and mortals. 
For Rimsky-Korsakov, these folk songs, tales, and rituals still exist in the hearts of the Russian 
people, and present the true and deep nationalistic elements of his country.  
Rimsky-Korsakov had studied Glinka’s techniques extensively, and through these studies 
and imitations he finally perfected his own style. The orchestra in The Snow Maiden presents 
exactly that excellence of Rimsky-Korsakov in producing orchestral forces almost identical to 
those of Glinka.5 Glinka’s bright colors and use of specific instruments associated with the main 
characters are also apparent. For example, the character of the Snow Maiden is closely associated 
with the flute, while the character Lel is echoed and accompanied by the clarinet. Rimsky-
Korsakov wrote specifically in his memoirs (Letopis' moei muzykal'noi zhizni, Chronicles of my 
Musical Life) that The Snow Maiden was a composition with which for the first time he felt he 
finally came to stand on his own feet.6 Rimsky-Korsakov had for long sought his own aesthetic 
voice, and breaking away from any allegiance, and specifically with the Balagirev group. 
Rimsky-Korsakov very much stood in the middle between the two opposing musical groups at 
that time in Russia, the Balagirev group and the Russian Musical Society (led by Anton 
Rubinstein) and managed to bridge them.7 
By the age of 26, and while living together with Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov was 
invited to work at the Saint Petersburg Conservatory (an invitation by Rubinstein). There he was 
educated in harmony and counterpoint, and formed a new musical language based primarily on 
the Russian folk song.8 Russian folk song is a characteristic of the Mighty Five (Balagirev group) 
                                                 
5
 Ibid.  
6
 Gregory, A., Halbe, “Music, Drama and Folklore in Nikolai Rimsky-Korsaskov’s Opera Snegurochka (Snow 
Maiden),” PhD diss., Ohio State University, 2004, 1. 
7
 Ibid.  
8
 Ibid, 3.  
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who were considered the “Russian Nationalist School,” and with some of the members believing 
that their Slavic identity was the basis for their political, cultural or spiritual ideas often 
presented in art. However, Slavophilism was interpreted and understood differently among 
members of the Balagirev group. Rimsky-Korsakov was still dedicated to the Russian musical 
style and its evolution, while appreciating Tchaikovsky’s ability to integrate the Western 
techniques within the Russian culture. Specifically, Tchaikovsky’s support of Rimsky-Korsakov 
led to a correspondence in which Tchaikovsky shared “folksong sources he used in composing 
incidental music to Ostrovsky’s Snegurotchka (Snow Maiden).”9  
Rimsky-Korsakov reached a peak moment in his career with the composition and 
premiere of The Snow Maiden. Almost forty years old, he had already composed three previous 
operas (The Maid of Pskov, Mlada, and May Night). Raised in a family of aristocrats who had a 
long history in military and naval affairs, he grew up destined to follow the family’s path. At 
seventeen years of age, he was introduced by his piano professor (Théodore Canille) to Mily 
Balakirev, who assigned young Nikolai to compose his first symphony thus helping him initiate 
his own career as a composer.10  
After the premiere and success of The Snow Maiden, Rimsky-Korsakov focused on 
teaching at three different institutions, as well as continuing to edit works by Mussorgsky (who 
had died just a few months before of The Snow Maiden’s premiere) and Borodin.  In 1888, he 
resumed his composing with three orchestral works: Scheherazade, Spanish Capriccio, and the 
Russian Easter Overture. By 1893, following Tchaikovsky’s death, Rimsky-Korsakov’s career 
shifted almost entirely to operatic composition, with a total of eleven operas composed since and 
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until his death. Brief Wagnerian inspirations would be echoed occasionally in Rimsky-
Korsakov’s operas.  
The two operas, Rusalka and The Snow Maiden, were composed relatively close in time, 
approximately twenty years apart. Rusalka (B203, op. 114) was composed between April 21, 
1899 and completed November 27, 1900.11 The first performance was on March 31, 1901 in 
Prague. For the libretto, Antonín Dvořák used Jaroslav Kvapil’s arrangement of the fairy tale 
Undine after Friedrich de La Motte Fouqué. The vocal score was first published in Prague in 
1905, arranged by Josef Faměra. 
Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904) was one of the most important Czech composers, together 
with Bedřich Smetana and Leoš Janáček. He composed eleven operas in total within thirty-three 
years, and he himself said “I proved many years ago that my main inclination was towards 
dramatic creation.”12 Dvořák completed his studies at the Prague Organ School, and upon his 
graduation he joined a provisional orchestra theatre as a viola player, where he stayed for the 
next nine years. The theatre featured Italian operas, French grand operas, German operas 
(especially those of Mozart), and under the directorship of Smetana, the premieres of various 
Czech operas. By the time he left the orchestra, Dvořák announced that he was composing an 
opera (King and Charcoal Burner, the second opera he composed).13 In 1874, at the age of 
thirty-three, he become an organist at the church of Saint Vojtěch.   
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A friendship developed between Dvořák and Johannes Brahms, and Brahms promoted 
Dvořák’s music and helped make him known to German publishers who started seeking out his 
compositions. He became famous in Bohemia, and his compositions were soon played and heard 
abroad as far as London, which would lead to performances and success in England. In 1889 he 
became professor of theory and composition at the Prague Conservatory. In 1892, he accepted a 
new position in the United States as a professor at the National Conservatory in New York, but 
he was dismissed in 1895 after deciding to return home and resume his duties at the Prague 
Conservatory. Although he had composed in so many genres, such as symphonies, symphonic 
poems, and chamber music, in his final years he only composed operas. As he said, he only 
composed operas “not out of vanity or the desire for fame, but because I consider opera the most 
advantageous of genres for the nation too.”14   
Rusalka was Dvořák’s biggest operatic success. During that time, Dvořák’s 
contemporaries were interested in the verismo movement and the progress into post-romantic 
operatic subjects. Jaroslav Kvapil, who had written a libretto entitled Rusalka, found no 
collaboration with younger composers of the time. His libretto, which was constructed mainly 
from Fouqué’s Undine, was modified to reflect the Garland of National Tales of the Czech 
author Karel Jaromír Erben.15 Dvořák responded warmheartedly to the libretto, as he himself felt 
connected to Erbe’s tales. The composition of the opera began, and during the next months it 
progressed smoothly. The textures, reflective of Wagner, are full of harmonic depth and capture 
the dramaturgy at its full substance. In Rusalka, Dvořák managed to combine symphonic music 
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with drama. The success of Rusalka is what encouraged the composer to seek another libretto 
and compose his final opera Armida.  
Even though he was in his 59th year while writing Rusalka, Dvořák’s artistic imagination 
was still very strong and full of excitement, recalling his childhood love for the Czech fairy tale. 
The atmosphere of Rusalka was “close and dear to Dvořák’s natural and artistic disposition, both 
for its human appeal and for its morally elevating character, as well as for the magic world of 
unreality peopled by fantastic figures and seen through the tinted mists of folk poesy.”16 Fairy 
tale themes were not new for Dvořák, who has written folk ballads like The Water Goblin or The 
White Dove and a fairytale opera The Devil and Kate. With his creative treatment, Jaroslav 
Kvapil, Czech poet, director of drama, and stage producer at the National Theatre of Prague, and 
librettist of Rusalka, helped make the opera an even bigger success.17  
Wagner’s influence on Dvořák was strong at the beginning and end of the composer’s 
career. However, Smetana did not allow any performances of Wagner while he was a director of 
the provisional orchestra Dvořák worked at.18 Antonín Dvořák’s last three operas reflect this 
return to Wagner more distinctively, and a summary of Dvořák’s knowledge of the techniques of 
composition as refined from all of his previous works. In Rusalka, the penultimate of the three 
last operas, different contrasts exist that separate the world of nature and spirits from the world 
of humans. For example, the world of spirits is often associated with augmented thirds, 
chromaticism, and non-traditional progressions, while the world of humans is represented by 
traditional harmonies.19 A reflection of other Wagnerian elements, leitmotifs are used to 
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represent nature, damnation, and fate. The orchestral language, the ostinatos, and the motives all 
contribute to the flourishing of the drama.  
Finally, Rusalka’s theme transforms to a motive (leitmotif) which is observed throughout 
the opera with different expressive means and variations. The psychological state of Rusalka is 
displayed, resembling the psychological state of the Snow Maiden, but portraying Rusalka with 
different melodic and harmonic forces. Dvořák’s power of invention and timbral techniques in 
music, together with its lyrical and dramatic inflections in the music, show how the composer 
was moved by the dramatic events of the fairy tale and storyline. The ability to include so many 
different characters like the fatherly Water Sprite, or the sarcastic witch Ježibaba, the shy, loving, 
dreamful Rusalka, the foreign seductive Princess, the loving and then cold Prince, or the 
slapstick gamekeeper and the boy with music descriptive of each character and presented with 
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CHAPTER THREE:  
PLOT SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES  
 An understanding of the two operas’ plots must be established in order to more efficiently 
compare elements of the two operas such as: the characters of the operas, the music, the 
orchestral forces, the dramaturgy, and other compositional choices of Dvořák and Rimsky-
Korsakov. The structure and storyline, as well as the unfolding of both plots, will be presented in 
order to understand the commonalities and the differences of Rusalka and The Snow Maiden.  
 
Overture and Scene One Comparison 
 Both plots begin in natural yet supernatural environments. The initial characters in both 
situations do not belong in the mortal human world, but rather they are royal members of the 
supernatural. The opera Rusalka begins with an overture that presents themes foreshadowing the 
damnation and immense love that are to follow in the tale. For instance, it begins with the 
Damnation motive (see figure 1), followed by Rusalka’s motive (see figure 3).  In The Snow 
Maiden, an overture is also present, albeit shorter in duration, and it presents motives associated 
with the winter, such as the Forest Sprite theme (see figure 44) and themes associated with the 
spring and Snow Maiden (see figure 52). In The Snow Maiden’s overture, the Forest Sprite 
interrupts the orchestral flow of the overture to inform us that the winter period has finished and 
spring will begin. The overture of the opera then resumes for a few more moments, and the first 
scene begins with the entrance of the Spring and her associated theme (see figure 50).  
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 In the first scene of Rusalka the water nymphs arrive, start dancing, and introduce the 
Water Sprite, the king of the lake. The forest nymphs dance and sing songs that are very 
childlike, simple, jolly, and primitive, using the vocal sounds “Hohoho” (see figure 4).21 They 
announce the awakening of the Water Sprite, who appears and sings: “I welcome you to the 
lake.” The Water Sprite starts describing to the nymphs the joys that come with living in the 
lake, trying to attract them and receive the embrace from one of the nymphs. This scene very 
successfully emulates the opening scene of Wagner’s Der Rheingold, which also begins with the 
water nymphs and the ugly dwarf Alberich chasing them. The nymphs mock the male characters 
who chase them in both situations, singing songs that have primitive and natural sounds.  
  In the first scene of The Snow Maiden, the Spring enters accompanied by a group of birds 
and explains that she is seeking the land of the Berendeys.22 She then talks about the winters in 
the land of the Berendeys that have been longer and colder, and she describes the land when it 
was warm. She claims to be the one to make the hearts of men fall in love, and thinking back she 
remembers that from a coquettish caprice sixteen years ago she had a child with Father Frost 
(Winter). Father Frost keeps the child (Snow Maiden) hidden so she will not melt. Spring admits 
that, because of her love for her child, she remains submissive to Father Frost, who keeps ruling 
the land without allowing her own share of the yearly season. The birds that dance around the 
Spring start feeling cold, and she urges them to keep dancing to stay warm. The bird song is very 
joyful, jolly, and has realistic inflections of how a flock of flying birds would sound (see figures 
25, and 26). 
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By examining the overture of both operas and their first scenes, one can understand how 
the plot is moving into a parallel synchronization. In these two overtures, there are two subjects 
presented: dark and light, damnation and love, winter and spring, cold and warm. Musical 
motives are heard that will be used throughout both operas. However, in the case of Rusalka, 
these motives are of the highest importance in the opera and will take the form of leitmotifs 
accompanying Rusalka’s fate throughout the opera. In The Snow Maiden the opening motives 
belong to the catalogue of many important motives of the opera, and will serve in giving the 
opera a cyclical form.   
 The first scenes of both the operas open with a parental figure: in Rusalka it is the Water 
Sprite, the father who will worry and stand by Rusalka throughout her journey in the story; in 
The Snow Maiden it is mother Spring, who also is the parent who will reappear in the opera 
trying to soothe Snow Maiden. Both the Water Sprite and Spring are royal figures of the 
supernatural world: Water Sprite is the king of the lake, and Spring is the queen of the annual 
season in which the plot takes place. Both are accompanied by a chorus of magical creatures; the 
Water Sprite is accompanied by the nymphs, and the Spring by the speaking birds.  
In both situations, an affectionate relation is shown between the character and the chorus, 
and both the Water Spite and the Spring are very descriptive and detailed in presenting their 
surroundings, the lake and the village respectively. The Water Spite presents the magical lake as 
a very joyful place, and the Spring presents the land which is cold and overwhelmed by winter 
but which used to be glorious when warmer. Both the Water Sprite and Spring introduce the 
second scene by being interrupted by the presence of a second character. Additionally, the chorus 
in both situations is playful, happy, and childish; in Rusalka the primitive vocals of the nymphs, 





Scene Two and Scene Three Comparison 
The second scene of Rusalka starts with Rusalka startling her father (Water Sprite); her 
lyrical motive is heard in the background. She explains to her father why she is miserable; she 
wants to be a human, live in the sunshine, and leave the lake and its dark waters. Rusalka’s love 
motive is heard multiple times in the winds, especially the clarinet which introduces the 
emotional world of Rusalka (see figure 2). The Water Sprite is surprised at Rusalka’s confession; 
a part of his curse motive is heard in the strings (see figure 1a). Rusalka says that humans have 
souls that rise to heaven when they die, a benefit that she, her father, and the magical creatures 
do not have. Her father warns her that a human soul is full of sin, and Rusalka says that a soul is 
also full of love. Rusalka explains that a Prince comes frequently and swims in the lake, and she 
embraces him in the form of a wave. Rusalka concludes that she wants to become a woman, so 
the Prince can embrace her and kiss her.  
Almost in tears, the Water Sprite tells Rusalka that her sisters will cry if she is gone, and 
that if she surrenders to a human there is no way of saving her. Rusalka insists and begs her 
father to tell her how she can become a woman. The Water Sprite repeats that she is damned for 
life, to give herself to a mortal, but he knows that he cannot change her mind; he tells her that she 
can find the witch Ježibaba to fulfill her wishes. Then the Water Sprite resumes with a curse 
phrase that he will repeat again in the future: “Pitiful, pale Rusalka,” and he leaves crying “Alas! 
Alas!” (see figure 1a).  The music is full of emotional tension as the frustrated and horrified 
father the Water Sprite leaves with the curse motive being introduced for the first time (see 
figure 3).  
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In scene three of Rusalka, a harp motive (see figure 2) initiates Rusalka’s famous “Aria to 
the Moon.” Rusalka speaks to the moon—which “always observes, travels, and knows about the 
world and humans”—and asks it to stay still for a moment and just tell her where her beloved 
Prince is and if he thinks of her. The water seems too cold for her, and the warmth of love is 
what she needs, so she calls the witch Ježibaba. The “Aria to the Moon” comes at an end, and an 
orchestral transition leads to the entrance of the witch Ježibaba. The Water Sprite is heard 
singing his curse phrase in despair. Ježibaba’s hectic, maniacal motive is heard on the piccolo 
(see figure 5) as the witch arrives. Rusalka begs her to free her from the waters that tie her; 
however the witch seems unable to hear or see Rusalka, and asks her to speak again. “Dear aunt, 
give me a potion!” repeats Rusalka. The witch repeats “If you are a nymph show yourself to me” 
and Rusalka replies “the waves do not let me!” “Break loose and come to me! Waves set her 
free!”  
Trembling, Rusalka finally walks on land and asks for the witch’s help. Rusalka says that 
she hopes that the witch with her knowledge and mastery of the secrets of nature, and ability to 
create curses and potions, to build and destroy, to transform and frighten humans and monsters, 
can help her. Rusalka explains in despair that the witch inhabits both the human and supernatural 
worlds and that she can do anything. Rusalka then cries for Ježibaba’s help in making her 
human; the music is full of passion, drama, and love. The orchestra together with Rusalka’s 
vocal lines, ascends and becomes dense to show the immense love of Rusalka. The witch replies 
that she knows all of these things that Rusalka says, and that many come to her for help. Ježibaba 
tells Rusalka that she wants something in exchange for the magic potion. Rusalka replies that 
everything she has is Ježibaba’s, if she can make her human. The music arrives at a very 
dramatic peak moment, emphasizing the damnation hiding behind Rusalka’s words.  
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Ježibaba says that everyone who comes to her wants to love and be loved, kiss and be 
kissed, like Rusalka. Her mocking melodies show that she has no real interest in Rusalka’s 
wishes and wellbeing. Rusalka persists in her wish for a human body and a human soul, and the 
witch this time agrees. In return she wants Rusalka’s water veil, and if her love fails she shall be 
cursed, the waters will chain her to their deep bottom. Ježibaba tells Rusalka that she must also 
suffer while being human: she will be mute to all humans and not be able to say a word. To this 
Ježibaba questions Rusalka: “Can you be silent among humans?” Rusalka responds that if she is 
to know the Prince’s love, she will gladly be silent. The witch warns her one more time that if 
she fails and returns to the waters, her lover will die with her in the lake and share her eternal 
damnation. Rusalka asks one last time for a human soul and claims that her love will triumph 
over sorcery. The witch makes a potion, and the mood of the music becomes tense, barbaric and 
hurricane-like. The piccolo plays an agitated motive, while the brass repeat passages and motives 
associated with the drama, the curse, and Rusalka. Everything ascends and intensifies when the 
instrumental texture thickens emphasizing Ježibaba’s motive, and the cymbals crash. At the end 
Rusalka’s motive is heard gloriously in a major scale as the scene closes and Rusalka’s wishes 
are realized.   
In the second scene of The Snow Maiden, the jolly song of the birds and Spring is being 
interrupted by the horrifying themes of the winter and the forest. Father Frost arrives, 
announcing how he loves the frozen winter landscapes. After his monologue, a dialogue 
continues between him and Spring that is accompanied by a recitative section. The Spring asks 
Father Frost to finally leave the land of the Berendeys, saying that he has been present in the 
world for long enough. Father Frost agrees to leave, and says to her that she does not love him 
anymore and does not recall their days together. Spring asks him about Snow Maiden, and Father 
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Frost informs her that Snow Maiden is nearby and soon will meet them, all grown up. Spring 
wishes for Snow Maiden to be free to experience her life, but Father Frost is afraid that the god 
of sun, Yarillo, would gladly implant passion in Snow Maiden’s heart and make her melt. As 
long as Snow Maiden is pure and innocent away from passions, she will be safe. According to 
Father Frost, no girl can ever be strictly guarded. Father Frost thinks that it will be best if the 
Snow Maiden is sent to Bobyl, a childless citizen of the land of the Berendeys, to be guarded 
there by him. Spring agrees and Father Frost asks Snow Maiden to join them.  
In scene three of The Snow Maiden, Snow Maiden rushes in, and her themes are heard in 
the background (see figures 24, 24a, 24b). The Spring summons her, and Father Frost informs 
her that they are sending her to the land of the Berendeys. Snow Maiden’s first aria begins in 
which she explains that her dream was always to go and live among joyous people, sing along 
with their choruses, and hear the songs of the young Lel. She feels lonely, like she is in a fortress 
in her winter-home, and claims that without song she cannot live, so she hopes that Lel will teach 
her some of his songs. Father Frost asks her how she knows about Lel, and Snow Maiden replies 
that she has seen him pass outside of her hiding place, and all the girls chase him asking for a 
song in exchange for their kiss. Mother Spring asks her if he indeed sings as well as she claims, 
and Snow Maiden replies that she knows all too well the sounds and songs of nature, but Lel’s 
song is her favorite; when he sings her heart melts. As she says this, Snow Maiden sings a 
melody that will be her final death melody; for this reason, I have named this theme the death 
theme (see figure 62). It is a theme full of melancholy, love, ecstasy, enthusiasm, yet sadness.  
Hearing the word “melt,” Father Frost is terrified, believing that this is a bad omen, and 
asks Snow Maiden to stay away from Lel. The music intensifies to show his fear which he 
expresses strongly. Snow Maiden responds by saying that she is not afraid of Lel or his songs, 
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and she is always careful and discreet. Spring says to Snow Maiden that she loves her and will 
watch over her, and that if she ever needs her help or guidance to come and find her in the valley 
of the god Yarillo. Spring’s themes are heard all together and it will be the last time we hear 
them until the she is reunited with Snow Maiden (see figures 50, 51, 52). While Mother Spring 
and Father Frost leave, Father Frost has a final request to his assistant, the Forest Sprite, and asks 
him that if ever a man attempts to approach Snow Maiden against her wishes to throw him in the 
swamp. The Forest Sprite agrees and his theme is heard again (see figure 44). The people of the 
land of the Berendeys are heard singing, and Mother Spring wishes to Snow Maiden happiness. 
Snow Maiden says “whether I find happiness or not, I will at least seek it.” Spring suggests a 
truce to storms and winter, and wishes that the carnival flourishes.  
The second scene of Rusalka and the third scene of The Snow Maiden have a lot of 
intriguing similarities. In both scenes, Rusalka and Snow Maiden are expressing their 
excitement, melancholy, and thirst for joining the human world, being part of the joyous and 
loving people, and both mention a particular man that has made them desperate to leave their 
homes. Rusalka and Snow Maiden feel that their homes are a prison for them; Rusalka wants to 
leave the dark and deep waters of the lake, and Snow Maiden wants to leave her winter fortress. 
Their parents in both situations seem amazed, and both the Water Sprite and Father Frost see a 
bad omen, curse, and damnation in the wishes and words of their daughters. The structure or 
form of these two scenes differs between the two operas, but it is important to observe that three 
characters are important in both situations: a father, a mother/ or female character (Ježibaba), and 
the daughter. In both situations the Spring and Ježibaba respectively are the ones who eventually 
are to allow officially Snow Maiden and Rusalka to submit to their passions.  
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Additionally, in both situations the structure of these scenes are Duet-Aria-Duet/Trio. In 
Rusalka we have the dialogue of Rusalka and her Father, then Rusalka’s aria and then Rusalka 
and the witch Ježibaba. In The Snow Maiden we have the dialogue between the Spring and 
Father Frost, then the entrance and aria by Snow Maiden, and then a finished trio between 
Spring, Father Frost, and Snow Maiden, that presents a lot of really important themes and 
messages in the opera. For example, we can hear the themes of Spring, Father Frost, Forest 
Sprite, and Snow Maiden against the first mysterious, dark and slow Carnival Theme sang by the 
chorus of men and accompanied with sustain notes by the chorus of women. In Rusalka these 
three scenes are organized in a less complicated manner than in The Snow Maiden; in The Snow 
Maiden the singers do not leave the stage so it all appears like one scene, whereas in Rusalka it 
appears as if we have three different scenes. In Rusalka some of the most important themes are 
also emphasized: Rusalka’s motive, The Water Sprite’s curse phrase, and Ježibaba’s motives.  
Other elements of these initial scenes in both operas are parallel. For example, the 
daughter presents her wishes, the parent/s listen amazed, and eventually they observe their 
daughter entering the human world. Both daughters are warned of the dangers of such a decision, 
and in both situations the daughters ignore and underestimate the warnings. However, some 
important differences are also present; in The Snow Maiden the parents were planning to send 
their daughter to the village even before they knew about her desire to live in the village. At the 
end of Snow Maiden, Father Frost, and Spring’s trio, the two parents give their blessing to their 
daughter and Spring promises to guard her. In Rusalka, the situation seems much more dramatic, 
since Rusalka goes to the human world against her father’s wishes and persists in leaving her 
home and safety. Ježibaba is also one to warn her several times of the dramatic outcome that is 
very likely to occur. Thus, in general Rusalka is given more warnings than Snow Maiden of the 
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sad fate she will have if she persists with her wishes. Additionally, in contrast to Snow Maiden, 
both the Water Sprite and Ježibaba appear to be against it, even though Ježibaba does not share 
real love for Rusalka. However, in The Snow Maiden, the music very subtly gives us warnings 
about the tragedy that lies ahead, and for brief moments Snow Maiden’s parents have real stress 
in separating with her (see figure 27a). 
Furthermore, we observe that in both situations the parents belong to the supernatural 
world, unable to really participate in the human world which their daughter is entering. Ježibaba 
is the only one to be able to communicate with both the supernatural and natural world. Spring 
can also participate in both worlds, since, she is the queen of the supernatural world at the 
moment the plot takes place, and she influences the human-natural world; however, she is not 
communicating with humans, but her connections with them is through their celebrations of her 
season.  
Another similarity is that both Rusalka and Snow Maiden are passionately in love with a 
man, and when Ježibaba says to Rusalka “Break loose and come to me,” it is as if she is asking 
her to break loose by herself without any magic being involved. Later, in The Snow Maiden, 
even though Snow Maiden has continuously shown her preference and love for Lel, she still goes 
to her mother to allow her the gift of experiencing love and passion. It seems that the characters 
do not really need help in experiencing love and passion, but they still think they are incapable of 
doing that without the assistance of magic and the blessing or help of another supernatural being. 
 
Scene Four Comparison 
In scene four of Rusalka, Rusalka wakes up human. The horns are heard, and a hunter 
sings a song that narrates the story of a young hunter who rides in the forest and sees a white doe 
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with deep eyes. The narrator urges the young hunter from the story to move on and not shoot the 
white doe, and to shield himself from ‘her’ deep eyes. At the end the narrator questions “Will my 
arrow find its prey?” The clarinet accompanies this brief solo-troubadour section beautifully and 
depicts the tragedy behind the metaphor of the story associated with Rusalka. The arrow, 
metaphorically, will hit Rusalka, and the Prince by damning her emotionally and physically has 
also damned himself. Additionally, the words “shield yourself from her eyes” convey a sublime 
feeling of the magical and supernatural nature of a white doe, which is a metaphor for Rusalka 
and shows that the fate of the one who has hurt the doe will also be a tragic one. In a different 
perspective the Prince should protect himself form such a magic creature, because it will enchant 
him so deeply that he will lose himself and life with this interaction.  
The Prince with his hunting company appears looking for his prey, which he claims has 
vanished. He looks to the lake and says that the waters feel so inviting in cooling his passion of 
hunting, and that he feels a strange magic overtaking him. He urges everyone to return to the 
castle, and he stays behind looking for Rusalka. It is as if the Prince is trying to confuse the 
audience of what he is literally searching for; is it the doe or Rusalka? Rusalka appears and her 
theme is heard reflecting her deep affection, and love when seeing the Prince (see figure 2). The 
Prince looks at her and sings “there is a strange magic in the woods, and yet a stranger one in my 
heart, divine one, are you real?”23 He asks her if she is there to protect the creature he has been 
chasing, and plead for its life. The music depicts a very emotional scene: the atmosphere has a 
melting sensation, lust for love, and the excitement of passion. The Prince questions again, “or 
are you offering yourself as my trophy?”  
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Rusalka tries to reply, and part of the curse motive accompanying the Water Sprite’s 
words “pitiful pale Rusalka” is heard in the strings (see figure 1a). The Prince asks her if a secret 
is sealing her lips, or if she is mute. He claims that if indeed she is mute, his kiss will bring back 
her speech. He then asks her to explain what has lured him to return in this lake, past the rocky 
road, to finally find her. He asks what she has in her heart, and if she loves him. The Prince’s 
song is mesmerizing and lustful, and draws Rusalka to him even further.  
His song is suddenly interrupted and the orchestra in a crescendo ascends using 
fragments of Rusalka’s motive (see figure 2). The water nymphs are heard singing emphatically, 
full of staccatos, accents and leaps “Sisters, sisters, one of us is missing! Where have you gone 
dear sister?!” The water nymphs sing in the high register, emphasizing the stress in missing one 
of them. The orchestra echoes them with the piccolo, repeating accented motives. The moment 
intensifies, and the Water Sprite is heard saying “Across the hills, valleys and woods!” as a 
reference to the troubadour song and the white doe, the creature that the Prince has been chasing 
across mountains, hills, and valleys. The curse motive is repeated and persists (see figure 1a) 
while the sisters ask for Rusalka again. The only one who experiences this moment is Rusalka, 
who can still communicate with the supernatural world. The Prince appears not to be able to hear 
the Water Sprite nor Rusalka’s sisters.   
“I know you are only a vision that will vanish, but until you do, stay with me!” says the 
Prince who manages to distract Rusalka from the tragic cries from her family. He continues 
saying that the hunt is over, “but what of it? You are my trophy!” The music is filled with love, 
brilliancy, and emotion; the harp gives a magical color to the moment, while the melodies sung 
by the Prince are full of romanticism, passion, and the bliss of finding his love. “Golden star of 
the night, come with me, come with me!!” the Prince pleads. The music reaches its peak moment 
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of brilliance, happiness, and excitement, signaling that Rusalka leaves with the Prince. At the end 
of his aria to Rusalka, the strings conclude the scene by emphasizing a motive in a major key in 
the high register: the curse motive (see figure 3).  
In scene four of The Snow Maiden, the chorus enters and bids farewell to the Carnival 
season, which as it ends officially introduces the spring. The Carnival chorus sings two melodies, 
a dark and mystical folk melody and a merry folk song that shows the joy of people to finally 
greet spring (see figures 26, and 26a).  The Carnival, who responds to the chorus like an 
individual supernatural character, replies that soon it will return, since the summer, fall, and 
winter will go by fast, and emphasizes that the sun grows hotter. The Carnival has its own theme 
heard in the bassoon (see figure 26b) that has mystical character as well.  The music switches 
from light and brilliant to dark and sophisticated. Eventually after the Carnival finishes its song, 
Bobyl the drunk villager enters with his wife Bobylka and starts singing about the parties he 
loves, and his poverty, while dancing drunk to the chorus songs. Bobyl is a comic figure, one 
that everyone makes fun of, and his comic elements are emphasized even further with the use of 
the oboe in his own motive (see figure 28) that will be heard again in the next couple of times 
that Bobyl will speak in the opera.    
 Snow Maiden enters, and the flute plays her theme heard in the beginning of the opera 
when she meets Father Frost and Spring (see two themes in figure 24). The chorus is amazed, “A 
Princess! A live one, a real one!” Bobyl asks her what her name is and where she is going. Snow 
Maiden replies that whoever discovered her shall be her host. Bobyl is very happy and proud, 
and he and his wife welcome everyone to their home. Snow Maiden turns to the forest to say a 
last farewell, and the forest responds waving goodbye to the daughter of the Winter and Spring. 
The chorus of the Berendeys is terrified, and runs away in panic in the realization that Snow 
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Maiden has communicated with the forest in a supernatural way. The last theme to be heard is 
the Forest Sprite’s theme which is associated with the supernatural world, the forest and Father 
Frost (see figure 44).  
These two scenes in both Rusalka and The Snow Maiden are transitional scenes that show 
the entrance of the two characters into the human world. In both situations, a brief narration is 
initiated by a male character; in Rusalka the hunter talks about the doe that was being hunted, 
and in The Snow Maiden the Carnival explains that the seasons will pass and the Carnival will 
return. Both scenes present a festive yearly event coming to an end: one is the hunting season 
and the other is the carnival season. In The Snow Maiden, the chorus that sings and celebrates for 
a while presents the folk dance tunes that the people dance to normally, but the atmosphere also 
depicts hints of the sad events that lie behind their celebration. This chorus section is a small 
introduction equivalent to Rusalka’s with the horns signaling that the hunters are coming. Both 
transitional introductions occur before the narrations by the hunter and the Carnival. This is an 
important element for the structure of both the scenes; that have an introduction, either 
instrumental (Rusalka) or chorus introduction (The Snow Maiden), followed by a narration 
(Hunter vs. Carnival). In both situations, hunting and Carnival are entertainment activities but 
which hide the need for consumption, a feast which is associated with human needs and hobbies, 
food and meat.  
The next point in the structure of scene number four of both operas is also very similar. 
We have a male character in both situations who expresses his emotions for the period of time 
that is passing (hunting, and carnival). Both of them are the ones to ‘find’ the female protagonist 
of the opera; the Prince finds Rusalka, and Bobyl finds Snow Maiden. Both look at Rusalka and 
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Snow Maiden in amazement, for their beauty and royalty, and both start expressing their happy 
feelings in finding them.  
Important differences are also present; for example, the Prince is in love with Rusalka 
and plays a crucial role in the unfolding of the story, but Bobyl is just a comic character who just 
greets and hosts Snow Maiden. The emotions of the Prince are much more intense and expressed 
in a long aria, whereas Bobyl is merely a joyful and simple host who sings briefly and 
humorously. The Prince’s aria is equivalent in length to the chorus introduction in The Snow 
Maiden, while Bobyl’s equivalent to the horn introduction of the hunters in Rusalka. It is an 
element to remember, since one composer emphasizes the love, affection, and passion behind the 
Prince’s song, and the other composer emphasizes the importance of the chorus, village, and its 
songs.  
Eventually both scenes close with an interruption from the supernatural world; in Rusalka 
the sisters are heard searching for Rusalka, and her father is heard referring to Rusalka as the 
hunted doe. It is a very dramatic moment that interrupts the flow of the loving, beautiful, melting 
words of the Prince. In The Snow Maiden, Snow Maiden is the one to interrupt the moment, by 
sending her farewell to the forest, and the forest sends a farewell back. It is not as dramatic a 
moment as in Rusalka, however, the reaction from the terrified chorus shows that the 
supernatural is being perceived with fear. At the same time, this interruption by the supernatural 
world is directly associated with the protagonist; it is a “farewell” that in Rusalka emphasizes the 
certainty of the curse with leitmotifs and the words of the characters, and in The Snow Maiden it 
is emphasized by the dark forest motives and the terrified chorus. 
 The Prince in Rusalka cannot hear the sisters and the Water Sprite and soon continues 
his song; the scene closes in a brilliant manner with Rusalka and the Prince leaving. The music 
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accompanies them with the passionate and grand feelings of love, and makes us wonder: who is 
the one who has really been under a love spell, the Prince or Rusalka? In The Snow Maiden, the 
chorus can hear the forest speak and everybody leaves in fear, shown by the gloomy themes 
played by the orchestra. Even though in general the atmosphere is positive, by closing the scene 
with such a mysterious atmosphere, Rimsky-Korsakov has succeeded in showing the audience 
that Snow Maiden’s fate might not have such a positive outcome after all. Thus both scenes close 
with a final taste of the supernatural before the protagonists enter officially the human world, and 
they both leave the audience with a sense of confusion. In Rusalka, that we had already heard the 
damnation motives so many times, the first act closes with a false happy ending: Rusalka and the 
Prince leaving together. In The Snow Maiden, while everything has been positive and only Father 
Frost showed some fear of his daughter’s future, the act closes with a terrified chorus which just 
heard the forest speak. The chorus with an exclamation manner responds to what it just 
experienced in a tutti fortissimo accompanied by the strings and brass, and together they descend 
emphatically and lead to the mysterious themes of Father Frost and the forest.  
 
Scene Five and Scene Six Comparison 
Scene five of Rusalka begins with light music depicting the majestic royal gardens, but it 
is interrupted by tense outbursts to introduce a game keeper that is speaking with a pantry boy. 
The castle theme (see figure 7) introduces us to the comic themes and melodies of the two 
slapstick characters. These two characters describe the atmosphere and the current events at the 
palace since the arrival of Rusalka and the Prince. According to the pantry boy, the Prince has 
found in the woods a ‘female creature’ whom he wants to marry and everyone is now preparing 
for the wedding. The boy claims that the female creature seems to have no blood, wanders 
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around like she has lost her senses, and is a fearsome woman. The music seems to be a mixture 
of Rusalka’s and the hunter-Prince’s motives, modified and combined with melodies presented 
previously by Rusalka. The gamekeeper replies to the boy “Lord Protect us from evil!” and adds 
that in this love lies some terrible magic.  
The music is playful and comic; the pantry boy says that the Prince now wonders around 
like he is lost; the priest of the palace has warned him to take Rusalka away, but the Prince 
insists that she will stay. However, the pantry boy adds that fortunately, another exotic Princess 
has attracted the Prince, and the Prince’s love to Rusalka is already fading. Excited, the 
gamekeeper says that if he were the Prince, he would chase this ‘creature-gold digger.’  “Here 
comes the Prince and the creature” says the pantry boy, and the music intensifies to reflect the 
frustration and panic of the two characters with Rusalka’s approach. Rusalka’s motive (see figure 
2) is heard one more time in the minor key in the strings, who play fast, ascending passages with 
only part of the motive in a manner that shows anxiety and expresses the fear of the two slapstick 
characters in seeing Rusalka. The scene transitions to reveal the Prince and Rusalka, and 
Rusalka’s motives are altered to calm phrases in a major key in the winds and strings which 
develop and lead into beautiful, loving, passionate music. New melodies in the strings that 
conclude with Rusalka’s motive are heard in the clarinet confirming her happiness and bliss.  
Scene six finds the Prince and Rusalka walking in the royal gardens. Rusalka has been 
with the Prince for a week now. The Prince acknowledges her fairy-like looks but admits that in 
vain he looks into her eyes to understand her mystery. Parts of Rusalka’s motive are still being 
heard, like the original motive’s ending and beginning. The Prince’s aria is constructed around 
parts of Rusalka’s motive (see figure 2). However, the music is mixed with the hunter-Prince 
theme (see figure 6) that is modified and heard in a calm variation. The Prince wonders, will in 
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their marriage find the love and passion he has been searching for? He hopes that she will be his 
completely. The music has ascended from calm to more passionate and expressive and continues 
until the Prince has expressed every single emotion he has.  
The Prince desperately asks her why her embrace is always cold, and why she flees from 
passion. In her arms he feels anxiety, and he tries to suppress sad feelings; however, he cannot 
free himself from her touch, and even though she appears to be so rigid, he insists that he must 
possess her. The music grows more and more passionate while the Prince expresses his feelings, 
emphasized by the increasing percussiveness from the timpani. At the final words of the Prince, 
the Foreign Princess is heard passionately singing in the background “I feel not love, but an 
upset emotion, that another is where I should be!” She claims that if she is denied to be the 
Prince’s wife, neither the Prince nor Rusalka will live in happiness. The music reaches its apex, 
with the Prince and exotic Princess singing with fiery passion but not aware of each other’s song. 
At the end the brasses play the last part of Rusalka’s motive modified and with accented 
staccato.  
The Foreign Princess joins the Prince and Rusalka, and asks the Prince if he forgot that 
apart from a lover to Rusalka he is also a host to his guests. The Prince responds that he is glad to 
hear this reminder from her lips, and that the bridegroom is above all hers, the beautiful 
Princess’s servant. The bass curse motive accompanies her words (see figure 3) and the music 
reflects this fiery moment, with the brass and strings. The Prince responds emphatically that he is 
at her service indeed, and the melody is expressive and passionate. Hints from the curse motive 
continue to be heard now sporadically and hidden in the dense orchestral texture.  
The Foreign Princess asks him, how does the lady of his heart bear it and not say a word 
to him?  The orchestral forces accompanying the foreign Princes are playing in the higher 
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registers, with the upper strings being more prominent, performing syncopated rhythmic patterns. 
Rusalka’s theme is heard once more in its darkest version, while the strings below it play fast 
ostinatos (see figure 2). “Or does she have so much tenderness in her eyes that you can only 
communicate through them?” says the Foreign Princess sarcastically. Fractured echoes from the 
curse motive (see figure 3) are heard again in the conclusion of her words that are carried on 
from the oboe into a calmer version to show that the Prince is being skeptical. 
 “Her eyes failed to remind me that I am a negligent host” says the Prince and a new 
expressive melody is heard that this time is directed towards the Foreign Princess (see figure 
10b). He continues by assuring the Foreign Princess that he will compensate for the time he has 
not been a good host. Rusalka’s motive is heard this time with only the two initial notes, and then 
followed by two secco strong accented notes by the strings indicating Rusalka’s surprise on the 
sudden change of heart from the Prince. Rusalka approaches him horrified and touches him, and 
the Prince asks her “why are you so anxious and trembling so?” The modified surprise motive 
recurs, and Rusalka looks amazed at the Prince who orders her to go to her room and prepare for 
the ball. The castle themes are suddenly heard (see figure 9). The love in the Prince’s eyes seems 
to have vanished. The Foreign Princess urges Rusalka to put her best dress saying “I have his 
gallantry, but you still possess his heart.” A passionate melody is heard in the strings while the 
Prince and the Foreign Princess leave Rusalka.  
Scene five of The Snow Maiden (introduction to Act I) opens with a brief introduction; 
the horn plays a theme that repeats at least three times, and is then modified and heard in the 
oboe before it returns to the horn. This theme is directly associated with Lel, the young boy who 
Snow Maiden has fallen in love with (see figure 29). The sound of the flute reminds us of Snow 
Maiden, and eventually the small introduction closes with an a cappella solo from the clarinet, 
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which seems to be played on the stage by Lel. Lel asks Bobyl, Snow Maiden’s guardian, if he 
wants him to sing, since he has nothing else to offer. Bobyl responds that he does not care for 
music, and urges him to sing to Snow Maiden, but warns him: “watch out lest your songs be 
sung in vain. She is cautious of who she favors, and cold as the snow. You'll get but a word of 
thanks and farewell!” Bobyl’s theme is heard once more (see figure 28) and then Snow Maiden’s 
theme is heard on the flute that introduces her back to the stage as she greets Lel (see figure 24).  
The two of them are now alone and Lel asks if he can sing to her. Snow Maiden cannot 
beg him enough, and Lel responds that the price of his song is either money or a kiss. It is a 
scene in recitative, but when Snow Maiden replies a new melody is heard, that of excitement, 
and passion while she responds to Lel that “A kiss is it so dear? A kiss is not enough to pay your 
songs! And therefore I will not kiss you Lel!” (see figure 30). Lel responds that she should then 
give him a flower as a gift. Snow Maiden does so, and Lel says that if anyone asks who gave him 
the flower, he will say that it was Snow Maiden, and he puts the flower on his chest. The violins 
play what seems like a folk dance tune that is full of happy emotions and love. Lel begins 
singing, and his clarinet themes are heard joyfully (see figure 29).  
Lel’s song talks about strawberries and berries growing under a bush and an orphan girl 
born in the mountains. “Strawberries, berries, without frost creeping, an orphan girl without 
greeting dries.” Lel’s song is slow and calm and sounds liturgical (see figure 29b) echoing 
sounds from the Orthodox Church. It is clear with whom the song is associated, since Lel talks 
about flowers that grow in the spring season, and an orphan girl born in the mountain now 
without the frost, and which at the end will dry. Lel’s string joyous theme is heard (see figure 
29a) and he begins to sing a second song or continuation of the previous one that sounds joyful 
and happy (see figure 29c). “As the forest roars, outside the forest the shepherd sings, and on a 
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small path among the bushes a girl is running. Running, running, in a hurry, she carries two 
wreaths, one for me and one for him! Do not spill the water, do not leave the trail, walk girl! 
Forest stay silent, and do not bather the girl, so she will say two words.” The song speaks about 
how sweet it is to live, especially when the sun shines radiantly.  
“The sun is shining radiantly”–the word radiantly is to signal the heat of sun, and the 
stream of sunbeams that will eventually kill the Snow Maiden, at the end when she is ready to 
marry her lover, hence the two bouquets of flowers. Additionally, it shows Lel’s love for the sun, 
which is in complete contrast with the nature of Snow Maiden. These words are still very 
mystical and their meaning can be examined in a very disturbing way, as if Lel knew from the 
beginning the fate of Snow Maiden and expected it calmly and without emotion. Suddenly the 
chorus of the young maidens is heard, who call Lel with sweet names and ask him to join them. 
Lel throws away Snow Maiden’s flower; amazed, she asks him “Wither away? Do you reject my 
flower?” He suddenly responds “What shall I do with it? It has already faded!” then he asks the 
young maidens to wait for him, “I will play you a song and like a bird I will fly away and you 
must catch me!” His final words are accompanied by the chorus, and the solo clarinet 
accompanies him as he leaves.  
Scene six is brief: Snow Maiden is now alone and sings an aria full of sadness and 
unrequited love, expressing her feelings after Lel’s abandonment. The aria presents a new 
melodic theme (see figure 30): the flute is the most prominent instrument, and old Snow Maiden 
motives are heard.  
 
Ah! How I feel and how my poor heart suffers! Like some heavy stone the flower Lel    
 cast aside has bruised this heart of mine! The other girls know how to charm him. With 
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 laugh more kindling, and with warmer voices. Alas, I stay alone here and I weep. For Lel 
 disdains me, flees afar from me! Oh Father Winter, what evil you have done me? O 
 Mother Spring, be kind, and give to me a bit of ardent sunshine and of flame. To warm 
 again this poor cold heart of mine!24 
 
 Snow Maiden’s words are very important both for the development of the plot in the 
opera as well as the comparison to Rusalka. Rusalka, who is being left alone by the Prince to join 
the exotic Princess at the end of scene six, is feeling similar emotions but cannot express them. 
They are both suffering from the coldness of their nature, and another woman, or women, are 
able to charm their lover more easily. Both of them weep for their inability to be fiery and more 
passionate, and both of them by the end of scene six seem to be rejected by their lovers. At this 
point, they both still have some hope, and Snow Maiden is the one that hopes that her mother 
will be able to bring a flame in her heart to make it less cold. However, in both situations, the 
viewer of the opera does not experience any coldness from the character; instead, both characters 
seem to be shy, romantic, pure, and deeply in love.  
Scene five and six of Rusalka and The Snow Maiden are still parallel, even though the 
length of The Snow Maiden’s scenes five and six is shorter than in Rusalka. In both situations a 
slapstick character appears to introduce the moment. In Rusalka, the gamekeeper and the pantry 
boy describe the events since Rusalka arrived at the palace, and in The Snow Maiden, Bobyl in a 
very brief dialogue with Lel urges him to sing to Snow Maiden. In both situations scene five 
signals the beginning of a new act in each opera, and they lead to a moment when the protagonist 
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is together with her love. In Rusalka, we find the Prince and Rusalka walking in the gardens and 
the Prince expressing his feelings. In The Snow Maiden we find Lel, who sings a song to Snow 
Maiden. At the end of the scenes both Rusalka and the Snow Maiden are being rejected by their 
lovers who leave and follow a more passionate, and fiery woman. The structure, development of 
the plot, and emotions of the protagonists are still synchronized, as they are being still not able to 
express feelings, locked in their human shell, and imprisoned by their shyness and lack of 
courage to express their emotions.  
Some important differences are that Rusalka does not have the ability to express her 
feelings in an aria since she has lost her voice. Instead, the drama of the moment is expressed 
through the orchestra. Overall in Rusalka the music is much more descriptive of characters and 
emotions than the words, acting very similar to the music and drama of Wagner, where harmony 
and orchestral texture is equal to the vocal line and melody. For example, the music constantly 
changes moods: first to express the fiery and arrogant character of the exotic Princess, then the 
drama and tragedy in the rejecting words of the Prince, and finally the hurtful emotions of 
Rusalka. In The Snow Maiden, Rimsky-Korsakov describes the situation through Snow Maiden’s 
aria, and we do not see a real difference of passionate and fiery personalities between Snow 
Maiden and the chorus of the young maidens. Additionally, Rimsky-Korsakov associates his 
characters with specific instruments that play certain themes, like the clarinet and the flute, 
whereas Dvořák is more focused on leitmotifs that are heard by a unified orchestra, not 
individual instrumental voices. In the first situation, Rimsky-Korsakov personalizes his 
characters, while Dvořák is more focused in presenting their emotions.  
Another important difference of the comparison of these two scenes is that Lel has not 
expressed any emotions towards Snow Maiden. He is simply flirting with her, but she has no 
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importance to him. On the other hand, in Rusalka, the Prince has expressed already his emotions 
at the end of the first act, and he seemed to be full of passion and lust for Rusalka. Then in scene 
six, he seems to honestly express emotions of sadness and confusion towards Rusalka. However, 
Lel’s actions are that of a boy who does not realize the real emotions that Snow Maiden has for 
him, or he is too arrogant to be polite towards them, and similarly the Prince’s song and later 
actions prove that he is not realizing or care for the real emotions and psychological state of 
Rusalka when he flirts with the exotic Princess. 
 
Scene Seven Comparison 
Scene seven in Rusalka opens with a royal ball; the majestic, royal themes in the 
orchestra present the Prince and Rusalka dancing (see figure 9). Rusalka’s motive is hidden in 
the music of the scene very elegantly, only to keep in mind that the tragic unfolding of the plot is 
soon approaching. During the chorus-dance, the Prince leaves Rusalka and goes to find the 
Foreign Princess; the curse motive is heard again in the low brass, emphasizing the sad unfolding 
of the events (see figure 3). The royal motive is heard entangled with the curse motive, leading to 
the Water Sprite’s motives (see figure 1a) as he suddenly appears and cries: “Alas! Alas! Pitiful 
Pale Rusalka! Caught in the web of humans.”  
The Water Sprite starts singing an aria to his daughter, who observes the Prince and the 
Foreign Princess walking together. The music shows the love of the Water Sprite to his daughter 
in a sweet, slow lullaby waltz, while he tells her that a human can love her a hundred times but 
she cannot bind him forever, and that she is now under the spell of humans. He continues saying 
that nothing can give her what blooms in the realm of the water and repeats: “Alas! Pitiful 
Rusalka!” He then sings a second verse which unfolds with the same beautiful melodies; he adds 
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that the water seeks to embrace Rusalka, and when she does return in the lake, she will be 
nothing more than an element that brings death. “Pitiful Pale Rusalka! Caught in the web of 
humans!” he concludes for a third time.  
The Water Sprite’s song is interrupted by a brief chorus section showing that the 
preparations for Rusalka’s wedding continue. The chorus sings a wedding song, about a boy 
riding to find his girl who will soon ascend into manhood (see figure 8): “The white roses will 
become red, a boy is riding to his girl, and the day is smiling brightly.” The song has an elegant, 
happy, medieval character and it concludes with Rusalka’s motive in the clarinet (see figure 2). 
The Water Sprite is heard singing again: “Pitiful Pale Rusalka! Caught in the web of humans! 
Alas! Alas!” The piccolo patterns ascend, presenting the distorted unfolding of the story, until 
the strings emphasize again their pattern at figure 1a.   
The Water Sprite continues singing the chorus’s song; but this time the words change, 
and from a merry wedding song now the Water Sprite alters it and presents to Rusalka what her 
real wedding fate will be: “Waterlilies will be your sad companions, and you will never see red 
roses on your bridal bed” (see figure 14). Dvořák, with such genius, manages to convey each 
dramatic moment in a way that is so expressive and compatible to the situation that creates 
masterpieces within a masterwork. The melody of the chorus is transformed by the Water Sprite 
into something even more emotional, emphasizing the pain of the father in announcing to his 
daughter what her future will be. The theme eventually transforms into a march that is being 
introduced like a cadence to what has been heard before. The strings with arpeggiated patterns 
ascend to lead to Rusalka’s theme one more time, fractured (only the first three notes of the 
motive) used and heard as a damnation and curse motive (see figure 2). Rusalka is ready for the 
wedding, but the Prince at the last minute changes his mind and decides to cancel the wedding. 
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Rusalka runs away, and her father approaches her saying: “Rusalka, daughter, I am here!” The 
agitato Rusalka motive continues.  
In scene seven of The Snow Maiden, Kupava, a village maid and friend of the Snow 
Maiden, enters accompanied by her string theme (see figure 31). Kupava’s theme sounds wild 
and fierce, which in the beginning is understood as a description of Kupava’s character. She 
comments that Snow Maiden appears lonely and sad (after Snow Maiden’s melancholy aria 
towards Lel). Kupava, unaware, comments that if Lel was here, he would be very caring of Snow 
Maiden. Snow Maiden replies to Kurava that she is ashamed, because Lel gets bored with her 
and prefers a more passionate caress. Kupava changes the subject and tries to explain why she is 
so happy to the Snow Maiden. Kupava’s new theme explaining the recent events of her 
happiness is syncopated and emphatic, and has a very excited and happy character (see figure 
32). She explains, full of joy and happiness, that while she was gathering flowers on the hill at 
dawn, she was approached by a handsome boy with long and curly hair who had a kind glance. 
The dawn was holy to god Yarillo, since the boy Mizgir promised to crown her with flowers in 
front of the tsar and make her his wife. “Here he comes!” she says full of happiness and 
excitement.  
Everyone arrives and among them the chorus of the young maidens and lads, as well as 
Lel and Mizgir. Kupava sings to her fellow maidens while she is preparing to be taken away by 
her fiancé. Two folk wedding themes introduce the scene; the first folk song is very important as 
it will be carried throughout the rest of the opera (see figure 33). The second theme, initiated in 
the oboe and then continued by Kupava, has a dramatic, lyrical, and very expressive melody. 
Mizgir sings the first theme as he says that Kupava must be his now, since he has no one else to 
care for him or comb his curly hair. The chorus of the maidens responds that if he wants to take 
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the beauty he must pay ransom for her, and they ask him for gold. It all looks like a traditional 
process of wedding preparations, and Mizgir offers the young maidens a bag full of walnuts and 
gingerbread, saying his ship did not bring any gold. The male chorus insists that they take gold in 
exchange for giving away Kupava, but soon the chorus sings confirming that Mizgir, prideful 
like a peacock, is to become the bridegroom Kupava has chosen, and she will soon part with her 
fellow maidens.  
Mizgir sings the first theme of the wedding song which is happier and less thoughtful, 
and the chorus repeats now the second folk wedding theme, which sounds darker, with much 
deeper and sophisticated meaning (see figure 33). Rimsky-Korsakov with this method could 
have tried to describe the immature character of Mizgir compared with the serious folk chorus 
that does not give Kupava away so easily. The oboe concludes the betrothal moment with an 
emphasis on the second wedding theme.  
Both Kupava and Mizgir sing to each other: “Friend of the Heart!” And Kurava 
continues, saying to Mizgir: “My dear love, I leave behind my family and friends, I leave it all 
for you. Do not break Kupava’s heart that is so faithful and tender.” She then urges everyone to 
start dancing and celebrate. The chorus of girls starts singing a third wedding song, which has 
liturgical colors and a melody that is so simple and easy to sing that it is as if referencing 
children’s music (see figure 34). Kupava invites Snow Maiden, who was sitting afar, to come 
join the wedding celebrations; Snow Maiden promises to follow her, and suggests that they 
invite Lel as well. Suddenly, Mizgir realizes the presence of Snow Maiden and hears her 
suggestion for inviting Lel. Kupava is ready to go with Mizgir to the wedding celebrations, but 
he instead pauses and says: “Oh wait! Wait!” Kupava insists on leaving due to the young 
maidens waiting for them but Mizgir replies “this is Snow Maiden, but who is Lel?” Kupava 
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says that Snow Maiden will be very sad without Lel, but Mizgir says: “You think so? I think 
with Mizgir she will be much happier!” Kupava amazed asks him: “But what of me?!” He 
responds coldly and with arrogance: “Lel shall have you!” Kupava desperately tells him that she 
belongs to him, she is his own, and that only death can part them.  
Snow Maiden hears the sad recitative dialogue between the couple. Bobyl and Bobylka 
have appeared at the scene‒Bobyl’s theme is heard (see figure 28)‒and they greet the three 
characters: Mizgir, Kupava and the Snow Maiden. Kupava is desperate, her eyes filled with 
tears, and she sings to Mizgir saying that he crushed her heart and she can no longer endure such 
agony: “Go and love another woman! Oh, Snow Maiden, cruel one! Return to me my well-
beloved!” The music expresses unrest and stress with the strings playing fast turning figures with 
crescendos; this is Kupava’s first anger melody (see figure 35).  
Snow Maiden replies: “Helpless friend, and you, mad love of hers! Snow Maiden does 
not know you any longer, farewell!” Mizgir tries to stop her from leaving and asks her what her 
lover’s name is. Snow Maiden replies that she has no lover, and Mizgir replies passionately that 
he shall be hers. Then he turns to Kupava and tells her to look at the sun that is setting. Kupava 
responds: “There is no return for the sun.” “The same it is for a dead love, in vain you try to 
rekindle it!” says Mizgir and Kupava desperately asks for the maiden chorus to return. Mizgir 
sings to Snow Maiden with passion: “Oh dear love, beauty, give me life! I travelled the world 
but a beauty like yours I never saw before.” He suddenly demands that the slaves bring all his 
gold from the ship to give to Bobyl and Bobylka in exchange for Snow Maiden. Bobyl and 
Bobylka are so happy and excited with all the pearls and gold, but Snow Maiden in sadness 
responds: “Choose a tribute, envious people, with a friend's misfortune be rich!” Mizgir asks that 
the two parents keep away Lel from the Snow Maiden and then he will give all the money to 
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them.  The music is march-like, accented and with the presence of Bobyl and Bobylka almost 
comedy like.  
There is a scene after this moment that is often omitted in performances of The Snow 
Maiden, in which Bobyl and Bobylka urge Snow Maiden to send Lel away. Lel, who has been in 
the male chorus, is urged by Snow Maiden to stay away from her, the music is dramatic and 
lyrical, conveying Snow Maiden’s sadness. He says farewell to them, and Snow Maiden asks: 
“What are you crying about? These tears about what, what, say?” and Lel responds “When you 
cry yourself, you will know what people cry about.” It is a controversial moment, since Lel has 
not really shown a romantic interest towards Snow Maiden in their first scene they were together, 
but in this scene he cries. 
The scene is suddenly filled with people; Kupava reenters and asks the people to help her 
with this insult. Kupava’s second anger theme is introduced, also sung by the chorus (see figure 
35a). The people reply that this is an unworthy insult and an affront for the young maidens of the 
village. The chorus sings in a serious and frustrated manner, and Kupava asks Mizgir: “Tell me 
cruel one, in front of all the people. Did your heart betray the faith you plighted? Did you 
deceive Kupava? Tell me!” Mizgir replies and the music has a romantic, lush sound: “I might 
have loved you always, in the heat of love we make many insane oaths and promises, but now I 
love another!” The people respond again and say that this is a great insult, shame and misfortune 
that the village has never suffered before. The music carries the second anger theme of Kupava, 
and the chorus sings in a strong fortissimo.  
Mizgir’s theme is introduced for the first time, with upward and downward motion in the 
strings (see figure 37).  Mizgir continues saying that Kupava was so willing to give herself to 
him that he even thought that she will as easily give herself to another lover one day. Kupava, 
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astonished, asks for her father and family to defend her, and wishes that coldness will take over 
her heart to not experience this bitterness. The music becomes quiet, showing her bitterness, 
sadness, and melancholy in the way the things have turned out to be. She sings a brief slow 
recitative and aria, expressing all her disappointment and frustration. The people suggest that she 
should find the tsar and ask for his help; the second anger theme is heard, now modified. Lel runs 
to Kupava’s side and says she should forget about jealousy because her heart will come back to 
life again. Kupava says a final word to Mizgir, that the gods will not allow such an unfair act to 
go unpunished, and she faints. The frustrated chorus sings emphatically Kupava’s last anger 
theme (see figure 35a).  
The plot changes drastically in The Snow Maiden and strongly differentiates itself from 
that of Rusalka; we have important characters entering the plot and the dramatic moments are 
just beginning. In Rusalka we have already experienced the main dramatic events, that of 
Rusalka’s change from water nymph to human, her curse warnings, her rejection of the Prince, 
and her father’s constant cries to her upcoming fate. The Snow Maiden’s first dramatic moment 
does not seem to deal directly with Snow Maiden, only indirectly and without any romantic 
emotions by Snow Maiden being involved in the situation. Kupava is not an exotic Princess, nor 
a fiery woman as the exotic Princess; she appears initially as a friend to the Snow Maiden, but 
then turns irrationally against her because of Mizgir’s betrayal. Both Mizgir and Lel are two 
characters who have yet to reach the importance that the Prince has to Rusalka’s heart, and the 
plot of The Snow Maiden dwells on who will be the one.  
However, some structural similarities are apparent. In both operas a wedding is being 
organized and celebrated, and in both situations the wedding is cancelled. Even though it is a 
more tragic event in The Snow Maiden, since the planned wedding was an event shared by all the 
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maidens and lads, it appears in both operas as the center of the plot. In Rusalka the cancellation 
of the wedding is a confirmation of her own damnation, and is associated directly with her; but in 
The Snow Maiden the title character is a passive participant. Additionally, the importance of 
family support either from the Water Sprite or from Kupava’s father and family seems a vital one 
in defending the daughter and protecting her. Mizgir and the Prince are very similar in actions, 
suddenly and thoughtlessly deciding to abandon the wedding for a new woman who appears to 
be more exotic (because the Snow Maiden is exotic to Mizgir’s eyes). 
 
Scene Eight and Scene Nine Comparison 
Scene number eight in Rusalka (for the purposes of this comparative study) begins with 
Rusalka crying: “Water Sprite, dearest father! Save me!” She is very frightened, and desperate 
for having betrayed her father. This is the first time we hear Rusalka sing after her 
transformation from the witch Ježibaba, and this is also the first time she admits what her fate 
will be. Rusalka is condemning herself for having met humans and cries: “Alas! Alas!” (see 
figure 15). The music ascends to such a climax that shows the pain of Rusalka, as if someone 
shot her in the heart. Rusalka’s theme is heard in the horns, in a manner that depicts the 
accomplishment of the curse (see figure 2). As Rusalka calms down to explain her father what 
has happened, Rusalka’s theme is repeated in the flute, in a minor key, emphasizing her sadness. 
She explains to her father that another woman has attracted the Prince; the Foreign Princess’s 
passionate appearance was more welcoming and friendly to the Prince than Rusalka. The Water 
Sprite asks: “did he reject you? The one who loved you so?” The damnation motive is heard in a 
major key, as if having merged with Water Sprite’s identity and character (see figure 1). He 
urges her to persist in the love so that she will not be damned: “You must! You must!” The 
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Water Sprite seems to be sharing the same desperate emotions, with Rusalka sensing the pain of 
his child.  
“In vain! In vain!” replies Rusalka furiously, and the strings emphatically play the curse 
motive which ascends and descends quickly like a hurricane (see figure 3).  A new theme is 
introduced by Rusalka which is passionate, dramatic, fierce, and very expressive; the name of the 
theme is “Rusalka’s anger motive” (see figure 10c). Rusalka claims that if she persists it will be 
in vain; her heart seems empty and all her charms useless: the Prince has forgotten her. Rusalka 
is now a stranger to him, the exotic Princess’s passionate glance has overtaken him. Rusalka 
concludes that she, a daughter of cold waters, is not capable of passion and that she is only half a 
woman. The music grows and takes different dimensions to express Rusalka’s emotions. Νew 
expressive melodies unfold while Rusalka says, “Accursed by you and lost to him, I am just a 
dull echo! Neither a fairy, nor a woman! I can neither die nor live!” This is the most dramatic 
moment of the opera; Rusalka’s motive is then referenced again (see figure 2), as she realizes 
that she will be damned like everyone warned her and that she no longer has any hope. Her vocal 
lines are expressive, strong, full of leaps, and drama; they express passion, anger, tension, 
frustration, stress and depression. The strings and percussion emphasize these emotions and 
abruptly descend to introduce the palace theme (see figure 9). Rusalka pleads to her father “Save 
me! Save me!” and Water Sprite’s theme is heard (see figure 1a).  
 In scene number nine, and final scene of the second act, the Foreign Princess walks with 
the Prince in the gardens saying “Strange fire burns in your eyes” and claiming that he is 
growing sweeter and warmer. The Foreign Princess’s theme is heard in the strings (see figure 
10). She then asks, “What does that mean? Where did your beloved disappear? The one without 
name and voice?” Her singing is full of arrogance, caprice, and narcissism. The Princess 
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concludes that Rusalka must stop hiding and see how her Prince has changed; she continuously 
mocks both the Prince and Rusalka. The Prince replies, “Where did she go (Rusalka)? Only God 
knows…” and Rusalka’s motive is heard, first in the oboe and then in the strings, like a sad 
memory in the Prince’s mind (see figure 2). He confirms that the Foreign Princess is the one who 
caused this change and the music becomes grand and fiery again with passion, as the Prince 
admits that his previous love for Rusalka was just a whim. The Foreign Princess’s motive is 
heard again and the Prince says “Now blazing fire will rule where the white light of the moon 
used to!” The music is lush and very expressive, entangled with the Foreign Princess motive.  
 The Princess replies, with a sassy new theme full of leaps, and accents (see figure 10a). 
“What will happen when I leave? What will you do with your light-moon-shine, the mute 
sleepwalker beauty? Who will inflame your passions then?” The Prince responds that the whole 
world should know, that he would gladly throw away all the bonds of his previous love for 
Rusalka to be able to love the Foreign Princess. After he speaks Rusalka appears, and Rusalka’s 
theme is heard emphatically, accented, and full of tension (see figure 2). The Prince says 
fearfully: “Your shoulders freeze me, cold white beauty.”  
The music becomes more and more dramatic leading to the curse motive (see figure 3), 
which ascends from the low strings, and the Water Sprite appears with the second half of the 
damnation motive being heard in the horns and flutes (see figure 1). Rusalka rushes in his arms 
and the Water Sprite says to the Prince, “Rush, rush into the arms of another, from the embrace 
of this one you will never escape!” The music comes to a Wagnerian curse motive cadence, and 
then again it begins to intensify with trills and accents in both the strings and brass. The Prince 
this time appears to have heard and seen the Water Sprite, and full of fear and despair says to the 
exotic Princess: “Save me! Save me! From a mysterious power!” The Foreign Princess cruelly 
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responds: “Into the nameless abyss of hell hurry after your chosen one!” The strings and 
orchestra ascend and descend in agitato fashion, finally repeating an ostinato pattern that 
resemblances a modification of the Foreign Princess’s motive (see figure 10). 
Scene number eight in The Snow Maiden (beginning of Act II) opens with a slow male 
chorus folk theme; the chorus song is dedicated to the glory of the land of the Berendeys (see 
figure 36).  The brass create a royal atmosphere, and the tsar is found sitting on a golden throne. 
Bermiate, his right hand, converses with him in a recitative style. The tsar is worried that the god 
of sun Yarillo is mad with the Berendeys for their sins and lack of love, and that is why no sun 
has appeared for a long time. The themes of the tsar are introduced by the trumpet, which have a 
jolly, jumpy character that sounds very humorous (see figure 36a). The tsar concludes that on the 
day of celebration of god Yarillo all the young brides and grooms of the land will be married, 
hoping thus to receive the god’s forgiveness. 
 Bermiate mentions that Snow Maiden has managed to lure many boys with her beauty 
and some of them fight over her. Suddenly a messenger rushes in who announces that a girl in 
tears (Kupava) is requesting to be given an audience with the tsar. The tsar warmheartedly 
invites her, and Kupava enters crying: “Tsar! My father!” Kupava starts explaining her situation 
and the tsar asks her who is the one who offended her. The duet has a refrain structure, with 
Kupava saying “Father, bright king!” and the tsar replying “Tell me, tell me,” accompanied by a 
comic slapstick motive. Kupava’s solo lines are the strophes throughout this scene that narrate 
her story; she aims to increase the curiosity of the tsar while she is narrating her story by shaping 
the storyline in a way that includes the tsar and influence his opinion favoring herself. For 
example after describing Mizgir’s background and their first date, and confirming that the tsar 
knows the young man, she asks the tsar if she should marry this young, handsome man. The tsar 
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replies: “Of course!” Kupava, to emphasize the events that followed after her engagement to 
Mizgir, tries to elongate their dialogue and focus on the process of acquaintance and engagement 
to Mizgir. It is a very interesting duet in its structure and both humorous and also sad character. 
The refrain which seems humorous and not associated with Kupava’s sadness is Kupava’s sassy 
way to create an assurance that the tsar is paying attention to what Kupava is saying. The 
strophes express Kupava’s sad emotions.  
She explains that she forgot everyone for Mizgir’s kisses and love and has given him her 
whole world; her vocal lines are expressive, folk-like, melancholic, and tense at the same time. 
Kupava blames Snow Maiden for treason, for luring Mizgir in falling out of love with her, 
forgetting and mocking her. The music is full of stress and tension, and when Kupava finishes 
her story telling she faints. The tsar, furious with what he has heard, calls for a royal court 
demanding that all the people from the land will be present, and Mizgir to be judged for his 
betrayal. A baritone herald calls all the people of the Berendeys to arrive at the palace. Tsar’s 
theme is heard in full with staccatos, folk character and melody, and appears dissonant in 
character, humorous but woeful at the same time (see figure 36a).  
Scene number nine of The Snow Maiden begins with the people of the Berendeys all 
present at the palace of the tsar, and Mizgir ready to be judged. Lel is also present and greets the 
tsar, and all together (Lel, Kupava and the people) keep praising the tsar in a propagandistic 
chorale. The tsar asks where the guilty Mizgir is, and Mizgir is brought to him. “Do you 
understand what it is you are blamed for?” the tsar asks and Mizgir says that he does. “How 
should we punish him?” the tsar continues, and the people reply that he should marry the girl he 
has offended. They continue by saying that Mizgir should ask for Kupava’s forgiveness and take 
her for his wife, but Mizgir replies that he has only one love in his soul: Snow Maiden. Kupava 
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replies that now her heart has only hatred for him; the tsar furiously says to Mizgir that even 
though his offense is deadly, the land of Berendeys does not have deadly punishments and they 
will instead send him to exile. The tsar’s theme continues sporadically in the orchestra (see 
figure 36a), concluding with “a beastly heart like his, should only live among beasts in the 
forest!” Mizgir says that he has no word to oppose the decision of the tsar, but he says that if the 
tsar had the opportunity to see Snow Maiden he would understand. Mizgir’s theme is heard full 
of love and ecstasy as he says these final words (see figure 37). 
Accompanied by Bobyl and Bobylka, Snow Maiden enters the castle announced by an 
outside chorus who sings very quietly and with minor themes, while Snow Maiden’s motive is 
heard in the flute (see figure 24 and 24a) and she amazedly admires the beautiful, rich palace. 
The tsar ecstatically says that her beauty will serve in helping them soothe the anger of god 
Yarillo. Bobylka urges Snow Maiden to bow and greet the tsar. When she does, another Snow 
Maiden theme is heard in the strings in a fast tempo (see figure 24b). The astonished tsar looks at 
her like she is a divine mystery of nature and sings an aria for her: “A little white May-flower 
with the most profound perfume that charms every sense of the body and stirs every soul!” The 
tsar’s aria is full of lyricism, romanticism, and fascination reflected in the warm timbre of the 
cello.  
He then urges her to choose a bridegroom, but Snow Maiden says that she does not know 
whom to choose. The tsar says that the heart knows who it wants to choose, and Snow Maiden 
says that her heart has nothing to say. The tsar insists that she should not be ashamed, and she 
should tell him, he who is like her father. “Who do you wait in the night at your doorstep, and 
whose kiss brings you joy and tears. Tell me daughter!” he insists. She replies again: “No one.” 
Bermiate suddenly interrupts saying that her heart does not know anything of love! The people 
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laugh, and the music sounds barbaric. Snow Maiden retreats. “How is it possible to know not of 
love, someone as fair as she?” the tsar asks, “This is an offense to the great Yarillo! This is why 
the god is angry with us! He who will manage before the dawn to wake love in the frozen heart 
of this fair child: I vow and swear, they will have the most royal gift: her for his wife!” The tsar’s 
themes are heard continuously throughout this scene.  
The tsar asks the women of the Berendeys who they think among the men is capable of 
this feat, and they respond in a waltz rhythm that the only one they think can wake love in every 
woman’s heart is Lel. The tsar says to Lel that this is a great honor for him, but Lel responds that 
this is an honor to god Yarillo and not Lel’s, because the sun is who has taught him to sing and 
whose heat is in his songs and speech. He additionally says that the sun’s heat is in his blood and 
heart, and his brightness shines in Lel’s face that glows with the bliss of spring. “Out of my eyes, 
look into her eyes. Love, trust me, with the help of the glorious sun and the great tsar, the poor 
shepherd Lel will help you!” says Lel. Mizgir, stressed and furious, begs the tsar to forget about 
his punishment and promises that his love will awaken Snow Maiden’s heart. The tsar accepts, 
and announces that in the evening everyone will go into the forest for songs and games, they will 
say goodbye to the spring, and at dawn they will greet the god of sun. At the end of Act II, the 
people keep praising the tsar in a grand medieval-sounding mixed chorus while they leave the 
palace. Several themes associated with the tsar and the palace are heard.  
Scenes eight and nine of Rusalka and The Snow Maiden might not have the same 
dramatic structure, but they present similar events of both plots. Initially, these are the scenes 
where the antagonist, the exotic Princess in Rusalka and Kupava in The Snow Maiden, receive 
equal if not more importance than the main character. While our protagonists remain calm, 
silent, shy, and submissive, the antagonists react in a fiery manner and take the stage. Kupava on 
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one hand, upset and sad, demands justice and reacts negatively and aggressively to the events 
that happen to her. The Foreign Princess, on the other hand, continues to be sarcastic, sassy, and 
rude to Rusalka. However, they both play different roles, and they both will end with a different 
result. Kupava has not tried to lure Lel or Mizgir, while the foreign exotic Princess has lured the 
Prince purposely and as a feat. Sadly, Kupava blames Snow Maiden for treachery; Kupava 
forgets about their friendship, and acts without logic, since truly the one who has betrayed her is 
Mizgir. Both women represent a type of human sin: one is luring away the love of another on 
purpose and has a mocking and mean character, and the other one during her sadness and anger 
accuses and blames her innocent friend.  
Scene eight of Rusalka and scene eight of the The Snow Maiden are parallel in terms of 
plot. In both situations a female character is hurt and runs to the strongest father figure for 
support and advice. Even though Kupava and Rusalka are not equivalent in terms of background, 
one presenting the natural and the other the supernatural world, they both experience the same 
tragic events. They are left by their future husbands for a woman who appeared to be more 
exotic, and thus their weddings have been cancelled. In both situations the father figure has great 
power in their natural environment, enough to cause respect and fear, and the father figure is 
frustrated by the offense their daughter has experienced. This is a moment when the female 
characters are interchanged, with Rusalka and Kupava being synchronized and Snow Maiden 
and the Foreign Princess being compared as exotic foreign women.   
Scene nine in both operas is a scene of confrontation, with the main characters all 
gathered together. In Rusalka it is the Prince, Rusalka, the Foreign Princess and Water Sprite 
who are present, and in The Snow Maiden the tsar, Kupava, Lel, Mizgir and Snow Maiden are 
present together with the people of the land of the Berendeys. Both the Prince and Mizgir 
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confirm their love to the “exotic” woman, the Foreign Princess and Snow Maiden respectively. 
Both have suddenly and thoughtlessly fallen out of love with their previous fiancée and have 
rejected her for the love of another. Snow Maiden with her supernatural beauty and the Foreign 
Princess with her exotic character have lured the two men away. 
 However, Mizgir’s situation is more sudden and less understandable, since he seems to 
have fallen in love with Snow Maiden merely from a glance. On the other hand, the Foreign 
Princess purposefully lured the Prince away, but he responded without resistance. Even though 
the Prince was already inclined towards her, he did not as suddenly change his heart. He seemed 
to have been bitter with the cold and distant character of Rusalka. In both situations the father 
figure confronts the lover; in Rusalka the Water Sprite confronts the Prince, and in The Snow 
Maiden the tsar confronts Mizgir. The father figure is there to defend the offense of the daughter 
and does so with sadness and frustration. Mizgir and the Prince appear as sinful, heartless 
traitors.  
Earlier in the eighth scene of Rusalka, Rusalka admits to her father that she, a daughter of 
cold waters, is incapable of passion and that she is only half a woman. Snow Maiden, when 
asked by the tsar who she has chosen for a bridegroom, in the ninth scene of The Snow Maiden, 
says that she has no one in her heart and the right hand of the tsar, Bermiate, mocks her saying 
that she is incapable of love. Both Rusalka and the Snow Maiden are sad with this conclusion. 
However, they both have experienced a very strong love: Rusalka with the Prince, and Snow 
Maiden with Lel, but they seem to not categorize it as passionate love. Snow Maiden is less 
expressive and dramatic than Rusalka, but in the next act her reaction to Lel not choosing her for 
a bride will show that she is desperately in love with him, without the need of any magic potion 
or her mother’s spell. However, this claim that both are incapable of love is unrealistic; it is a 
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claim that tries to support and enhance their supernatural nature that appears to be so perfect and 
intangible, to separate their pure love from passion, and to show their benign nature. They are 
indeed in love and full of love for a human, but they don’t express it in sexual means, nor do they 
show their love passionately and expressively even though their love is a burning passion.  
In both operas, the ninth scene closes with all the main characters being separated from 
each other. The Foreign Princess in Rusalka has abandoned the Prince who begged for her help 
when he saw the Water Sprite. Rusalka now leaves the Prince and the palace to return to the 
supernatural world. Similarly, in The Snow Maiden the tsar has allowed Mizgir to stay and 
attempt to make Snow Maiden fall in love with him, and Lel promises to make her fall in love 
with him as well. However, Snow Maiden, even though asked many times, admits no preference 
to any man, and by the time Snow Maiden appears, Kupava seems to be forgotten. Thus all the 
main characters seem to be distanced from each other, leaving the audience without a conclusion 
or idea of what it is to follow. In both operas, it is the end of the second act.  
 
Scene Ten, Scene Eleven, and Scene Twelve Comparison 
In scene ten and first scene of act three, Rusalka is back at the lake, and wishes to die 
rather than having to live with the coldness of the watery power. She has lost everything—her 
sisters, father, and beloved Prince—and now her only wish is to perish. Ježibaba appears and 
mocks her for returning so soon. Ježibaba’s mocking resembles the musical character of the 
Foreign Princess in its wide leaps and emphatic articulations. The witch asks her whether she did 
not like the human kisses and the warmth of the human bed, and Rusalka, in an agonized manner 
replies that she was betrayed and has lost everything. “And so now you expect Ježibaba to help 
you again? Your loving was short, but your moaning will be long! Humans are humans, cast out 
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by the elements, long ago torn from the roots of the Earth! Wretched is the one who wanted to 
know human love!” the witch claims. Rusalka asks her if there is any hope for her, and the witch 
replies still sarcastically: “After the worldly pleasures, now you decided to return to your 
sisters?”  
The witch has a solution for her, but not one that Rusalka likes: “Freed of all torments, 
you’ll be happy at once, if your hand kills the one who deceived you, seduced you! You’ll be 
again what you were before, before the world deceived you, but only the heat of human blood 
can cure you!” The music changes to a mood not presented before in the opera: dark but majestic 
at the same time, presenting the possibility of Rusalka’s freedom and return to royalty, and 
simultaneously the darkness that lies behind committing a murder to a beloved one. The drums 
play a funeral rhythm, while the horn plays a lyrical, sad line. It is a brief requiem that concludes 
with the surprised Rusalka asking “Ježibaba! What are you saying!?” and the curse motive being 
heard (see figure 3).  Ježibaba repeats: “Take this knife and vow that you will obey!” The music 
intensifies, ascends, and accelerates; the strings crescendo really fast, and play motivic patterns 
that have an escalating cyclical motion, resembling the motion of a tornado.   
Rusalka sings with an accented manner “You horrify me! Let me be!” while her lines 
leap from higher octaves to lower ones. The orchestra in a tutti section echoes her emotions, with 
fortissimos and a lyrical but fast melodic line heard in a minor key. Unable to bear such a 
thought, she insists it is better to live forever with the curse rather to do such a thing. Her 
melodies, lyrical and full of expressiveness grow faster and stronger, when they finally lead to a 
major key while she says: “I’d rather live with all of my despair and all of my unrequited love, 
but he, he must be happy!” Her response ends in a majestic, triumphant major cadence while she 
sings at the highest register full of passion, energy, and happiness, indicating her selfless love for 
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the Prince. Ježibaba’s responses is accompanied by the strings who start quietly, and bring back 
their tornado like movements. “You empty little water bubble! You moonlit, pale, good-for-
nothing! Go then and suffer for ever and ever, and shrivel up with longing for your human!”  Her 
accented leaps, staccatos and minor lines lead to a tutti fortissimo, with emphatic articulations by 
the orchestra, the brass, who eventually decrescendo with a descending motion that gives the 
sense of falling down.  
Rusalka’s harp solo begins a cyclic return to the beginning of the first act and the initial 
entrance of Rusalka (see figure 2), and Rusalka’s motive is heard as presented in the beginning 
by the clarinet. This can be considered as scene eleven of the opera for the purpose of comparing 
it with The Snow Maiden.  It presents Rusalka’s return and reunification with the lake, bound 
now forever to her curse. Rusalka sings alone, torn now and left into solitude without her past 
life and sisters. “Beloved, I know it! I ‘ll see you never more!” she concludes, and her motive has 
become now an aria that from bittersweet becomes passionate and tragic, moving subtly from 
one emotion into the other. It seems that for Rusalka her curse of being bound in the depths of 
the water is of no importance compared to the fear of not seeing again her beloved Prince. “Oh, 
woe to me a hundred times!” she says, and the curse motives are heard once more (see figure 1a 
and 1).  
Her sisters start singing to Rusalka, first a cappella, creating a very magic and 
supernatural atmosphere, and later accompanied softly by the orchestra. They tell Rusalka not to 
approach them or go anywhere near them, since she chose the real world over them and became 
cursed. Their theme (see figure 16) resembles and sounds like a modification of Rusalka’s 
wedding theme song (see figure 8). They warn her that they will run away if she tries to reach 
them, she the one who was embraced by a human. The music from plain and child-song-like 
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becomes more dramatic as they say that Rusalka’s sadness causes them fear and disturbs their 
happy dancing: “go play with the spirits of the dead in the marshes at night.” These words are 
full of cruelty, and the harmonic lines crescendo, intensify, and escalate with the winds playing 
the curse motive (see figure 3). The nymphs conclude that she should go and lure humans into 
the watery depths to their deaths and never try to seek her sisters again. The music has reached 
its peak and starts descending emphatically. The melodies from her sisters’ song are heard (see 
figure 16) and the flute continues the sad melodies of their songs, while Rusalka transforms into 
her natural body that is connected with the waters and submits to her fate. This final scene has 
presented both Rusalka and the audience with what the actual results of her curse will be, their 
dramatic extent and the cruelty lying behind it.  
In scene twelve of the opera the two slapstick characters, the gamekeeper and the pantry 
boy, return. The horn signals their entrance, together with symbolic messages of the curse being 
sealed and completed. The pantry boy appears to be frightened, and the gamekeeper tries to calm 
him down. They explain that they are seeking the witch Ježibaba because their Prince has lost his 
reason and is sick. The oboe and the strings have a playful and staccato character, while 
crescendos, ostinatos, repetitive motives and minor keys emphasize how scared the two 
characters are. The castle nurse Hata sent them to find Ježibaba for advice because an evil 
creature cursed their Prince. The pantry boy is trembling, and the music accompanying them is 
cartoonish, a modified version of the music they were accompanied with on their previous scene. 
The boy keeps insisting that he is frightened, and the gamekeeper tries to show that there is 
nothing to be scared of while he yells Ježibaba’s name. The music intensifies from jolly and 
funny, and a horn is heard together with Ježibaba’s motives in the bassoon and piccolo: “Who is 
calling?” she asks (see figure 5).  
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The gamekeeper responds that the nurse Hata sent them there for advice. Ježibaba takes 
the pantry boy’s hand and says: “In exchange for this advice, did she send me this puny boy to 
munch on? I will fatten him up and he will be delicious!” Terrified, the boy yells “Let me go!” 
The witch keeps laughing at them, and she tells them that she hopes that humans will burn in 
hell. It is interesting how much disgust the witch has for humans even though she is a human 
herself. From before, when Rusalka denied killing the Prince, the witch’s feelings about humans 
revealed a similar disgust: “Humans are not humans until they’ve wet their hands in another’s 
blood, when, incited by passion, they have become drunk on the blood of a neighbor.” At the 
end, she tells the gamekeeper and pantry boy: “Tell me quickly want you want!”  
The frightened boy replies that the Prince brought a creature in the castle and gave her 
everything, and that he loved her more than his own life. She was to become his wife but this 
creature did not wait for the wedding, and once she had the Prince under a spell she disappeared. 
The music accompanying the boy at this point is linear, and lyrical, leading to a crescendo and to 
the curse motive (see figure 1a) when he concludes that the castle is still under her spell, and that 
devil himself must have taken her back to hell. The Water Sprite suddenly appears; his motive is 
heard (see figure 1a) in the background furiously playing and repeatedly. The Water Sprite 
defends Rusalka by saying furiously: “Who did you say she betrayed?! Cursed the one who sent 
you here! You lying wretched vermin! The Prince was the one who betrayed and cursed her!” A 
crescendo occurs in the orchestra and the brass play parts of the theme or play accented motives. 
The gamekeeper and the pantry boy are terrified when seeing the Water Sprite run away, while 
the Water Sprite says: “I will take my revenge with all the power I have!” The music is accented, 
dramatic and wild; Ježibaba mockingly laughs, and leaves, while the brass play accented 
fortissimo patterns. The Water Sprite one last time says: “Sorrowing in the deep, deserted by her 
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sisters, pitiful pale Rusalka! Alas! Alas!!” A final triumphal coda is heard, with the brass playing 
modifications of the curse motives (see figure 1 and 1a) in a major key, indicating that the curse 
has been accomplished.  
An orchestral introduction-interlude opens the tenth scene (scene one of Act III) of The 
Snow Maiden, with a beautiful folk theme and people dancing to show the festivities dedicated to 
the god Yarillo (see figure 38a). The chorus of maidens, together with Snow Maiden and Lel 
sing a song about a fair girl standing under a white tent holding a wreath made of flowers, 
waiting to crown a boy with it. As the chorus sings: “For whom is the wreath? Happy the youth 
who wears it!” The chorus, Lel and Snow Maiden create the illusion that Lel and Snow Maiden 
are going to be betrothed, like in the scene of Kupava’s betrothal to Mizgir. Bobyl takes a part in 
the song and talks about a beaver who joyfully takes a shower, cleans itself, and looks around if 
anyone is looking for him. He then runs in the forest and shouts, “Oh Lel! Lel! Lel! Oh!” 
Originally this part of the chorus song is “Ай, лёли-лёли-лёли, ай!” translated as “Ai, liele-liele-
liele, ai!” which could just be a version of singing “la-la-la-la” but because it sounds so similar to 
Lel’s name, who is in the center of attention at the scene, I have translated it directly as if the 
chorus calls Lel’s name. The chorus sings “Wear a wreath!” and Snow Maiden puts the wreath at 
Lel’s head. The chorus continues the storytelling: “The hunters whistle, and the dogs look for the 
beaver,” “Oh Lel! Lel!” and the beaver has not realized that the huntsmen and their hounds have 
trailed it.  
A new theme is introduced (see figure 42) that has a more mystical character and 
foreshadows the events that will come. The tsar thanks everyone for dancing and singing, and 
urges them to continue their dances as the night falls in the forest. The music becomes like a dark 
lullaby with the clarinet and flute having the main importance. The tsar asks Lel to sing a song 
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for everyone’s goodnight at the end of the dances, and before everyone returns to their tents. A 
variation of the tsar’s theme is heard (see figure 36a) that ascends in the strings with an energetic 
and excited manner, to lead to a happy trill section in the upper winds and to an orchestral 
exposition of god Yarillo’s theme (see figure 38) that is similar to the tsar’s theme. A second 
theme is heard within this orchestral section, that is more lyrical but still energetic and happy, 
that is associated with the betrothal and wedding of the youth celebrating god Yarillo’s day and 
arrival (see figure 38b). 
 The dances finish and the clarinet marks Lel’s entrance with Lel’s first theme (see figure 
29). Lel sings “Storm and thunder that jumps from spring rain, makes the flowers happy. The 
maidens will gather berries, and will be engaged to men. Ah my Lel! My Lel! All the girls spread 
and search in the bushes and forest for berries, and suddenly a girl is lost! ‘Did a wolf eat our 
girl?’ they wonder. Oh, my Lel! My Lel! I met a strange girl, and a strange old man. Did the 
stupid, crazy girl get out? What are you seeking? In what joy does she respond? You often get 
tangled up in the bushes!” Two new themes are introduced, one by Lel singing (see figure 40) 
and one by the clarinet (see figure 39) that often returns back to Lel’s first theme (see figure 29).  
The tsar thanks Lel for his song and urges him as a gift for his beautiful singing to choose 
a young a maiden he thinks the most charming and give her a kiss before all the people. Tsar’s 
theme is heard (see figure 36a) and Lel moves towards the girls. Snow Maiden arranges her hair 
hoping that he will choose her. He stops in front of her as though undecided and she begs him: 
“Take me my handsome Lel!” The flute accompanies her singing. However, Lel moves from 
Snow Maiden towards Kupava; the low strings play a theme almost identical to Rusalka’s curse 
motive (see figure 3). Snow Maiden, in tears, runs to the bushes. Lel, in front of the people, takes 
Kupava in his arms, and a new theme initiates indicating their love (see figure 41). Their 
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embrace enhances warm and loving lyrical music that leads to a climax when they kiss, and the 
clarinet closes the scene by playing the beautiful melody one last time. The tsar says that the old 
man’s heart was penetrated by Lel’s and Kupava’s kiss which is like a bowl full of honey. Then 
he reminds everyone to continue the festivities while awaiting god Yarillo and wishes to 
everyone joy. The mystical staccato theme is heard again (see figure 42), and the people say to 
the tsar “What sweet and kingly heart you have!” and then they are dismissed for the night.  
Τhe happy folk theme is heard again calmly (see figure 38a) as an orchestral interlude 
that separates the tenth scene with the eleventh. Snow Maiden is alone in the bushes and sings by 
herself. The English horn and the clarinet express her sadness, and her flute theme is heard in a 
minor key (see figure 24). “Lel how can you be so cruel to the pure, orphaned Snow Maiden? Is 
she not pretty? Yes, she is, but you chose Kupava to lead and kiss in front of the tsar. She must 
be prettier.” Her string theme is also heard (see figure 24a), and a similar motive with Rusalka’s 
curse motive (see figure 3) is heard again in the low voices. She asks him to love her, just a little, 
and she will soon love him back. “Come and together we shall greet the sun” she says and then 
realizes that she is alone and Lel has forgotten her, abandoned her for another. The flute is the 
only wind instrument heard in the orchestra while the strings play tremolos and Snow Maiden 
sings in a recitative style.  
Mizgir suddenly enters saying that he has been looking everywhere for her. She tells him 
that he should not have been searching for her. The clarinet accompanies his monologue as he 
expressively explains to her about his feelings and passion. He says that his heart did not know 
of love and passion until now; he was used to order people, never cry, and always be proud. But 
now his passion for her broke him, and he kneels in front of her. The clarinet arpeggios ascend 
until it leads to Snow Maiden’s theme heard in her first scene with Lel, when he asked for her 
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kiss and she refused (see figure 43). Snow Maiden asks him to stand up, but he begs her, “I am 
on my knees begging you, tell me will you love me or not?” She responds that his words are 
frightening, his tears terrible, and that he should let her leave. Her theme is heard again 
indicating Snow Maiden’s fear and stress as she tries to free herself from his hands (see figure 
43).  
In desperation, Mizgir asks her to wait; a bass clarinet accompanies him as he sings. He 
then tells her that he will send his crew to the depths of an island to find and bring her beautiful 
pearls and make her rich if she will love him, and a new exotic and dance-like melody is heard. 
Snow Maiden replies that pearls are of no value to her; she wants to love and be loved, but not 
by him; she sings again her anxious theme which is heard even more energetic and stressed (see 
figure 43). Mizgir does not accept her reply and says that he has taken an oath in front of the tsar 
and the people, “and the hour has come! You are my wife! I fulfill my oath!” His theme is heard 
modified, fragmented and accented by the strings (see figure 37). Furthermore, a new theme is 
introduced that is very important, showing the unfulfilled or terrified passion and feelings of 
Mizgir and Snow Maiden (see figure 47). Snow Maiden screams “Let me go! Let me go! My 
handsome Lel, hasten and save me!” and the strings play fast scales ascending and descending. 
Furiously, Mizgir replies that if Lel was to come he would have to face Mizgir, and his motive is 
heard (see figure 37).  
Suddenly a previous theme is heard (see figure 44), that of the forest sprite that Father 
Frost had assigned to protect Snow Maiden; the sprite appears and says “Wait! Wait! Take your 
time Mizgir!” and catches Mizgir from behind. Snow Maiden runs away, and the forest sprite 
disappears and transforms into the forest growing around Mizgir, which does not let him follow 
Snow Maiden. The music is furious and fast, showing Mizgir’s terror, then slow lines are heard 
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in the strings that ascend and intensify and the forest sprite says: “Run all night behind the ghost 
of Snow Maiden!” Snow Maiden’s flute motives are heard while her shadowy, fake ghost figure 
tortures Mizgir for the rest of the night (see figure 24). Mizgir deliriously follows the shadow 
saying: “What a beautiful image is in front of me! Wait! Wait for a minute. Madman, drunk in 
love, following just an image, the cold brightness of green fireflies that shines in the eyes of 
Snow Maiden!” The forest sprite urges him to catch this night dream image, and Snow Maiden’s 
modified theme is heard again. Mizgir responds, “Again, I see a ghost that calls me, I swore 
before the king to the gods, I made an oath before all the people, and the time has come that you 
are my wife. I fulfill my oath. Snow Maiden, wait a moment, oh wait!” The passionate theme is 
heard again (see figure 47) followed by Mizgir’s theme (see figure 37) to show the torture of 
Mizgir. The forest sprite’s theme is heard (see figure 44) and the forest sprite says that only the 
bright day will stop his delirious dreaming. Snow Maiden’s theme (see figure 24) is heard fast 
and intensively in the strings and Mizgir runs away in the forest chasing the ghost for the rest of 
the night.  
Scene twelve starts with Lel seeking Kupava in the forest. Kupava’s theme is heard (see 
figure 31, and 46), as she says: “At least I found you, my love! My heart once more can feel, for 
you have saved me from great insult and shame. Your kiss has made me equal to happiness!” Lel 
confirms that his heart knew which woman was for him, in her sweet eyes he is lost, and his 
heart has found a refuge. Their love theme is heard (see figure 41 and 48) while Snow Maiden 
watches the scene from the bushes. Kupava says that her love is until the end of time, and that 
she will forever be his. Lel urges her to leave the forest and prepare to greet the god of sun 
Yarillo, because his sunbeams begin to break in the forest. 
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 Suddenly, Snow Maiden’s modified theme is heard through fast passages in the strings 
(see figure 24). This theme that has been heard multiple times in the last few scenes was 
modified into a minor-key version to show Snow Maiden’s sadness, stress, and frustration. Snow 
Maiden runs from the bushes and goes to the couple to confront Kupava, telling her “Lovebirds! 
You called me a home-breaker but you are here mating with Lel!”  Lel stops her and says, “It is 
time for you to find out how the heart speaks when it burns with passion, Lel does not need a 
child-like type of love!” The duet of Lel and Kupava slowly transforms into a trio: Kupava and 
Lel sings about the uprising of the sun, and the sunbeams breaking through the forest and Snow 
Maiden in distress cries that she has been deceived and begs her mother Spring to give her the 
heart of a human, a heart that can feel love: “I want to love! Or else I will die!” Her theme is the 
main melody of her song (see figure 24) that is echoed then by the strings in the coda section of 
the scene.  
These three scenes appear to differ substantially since the plots of both operas move in 
different directions. In Rusalka the three scenes present Rusalka and Ježibaba, then Rusalka and 
her sisters, and finally the gamekeeper and the pantry boy meeting Ježibaba and the Water 
Sprite. In The Snow Maiden, we find the people of the Berendeys in the forest celebrating and 
Lel choses Kupava instead of the Snow Maiden, the Snow Maiden runs in the forest to cry and 
Mizgir finds her, and then Snow Maiden sees Lel and Kupava together in the forest. In Rusalka 
we do not have the grand chorus scenes with all the characters present that exist in The Snow 
Maiden, and every scene is much briefer without many orchestral interludes.  
However, there are some similarities that are of great importance. In both operas, the 
characters move to a landscape more associated with the supernatural world, a forest with a lake. 
Much more than before, these scenes are centered on the protagonists, Rusalka and the Snow 
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Maiden. In the previous scenes the focus had shifted and was shared with the antagonists 
(Kupava and Foreign Princess) and the lover (Lel or the Prince). In these three scenes the center 
of focus is primarily the protagonist, her emotions, and her song. Both protagonists are much 
more expressive, especially Snow Maiden, and they are both realizing that either their curse has 
been accomplished or what they have been hoping for is not going to be given to them.  
Rusalka realizes that she will never see her Prince again, and that she is now forever 
bound to the lake, and Snow Maiden has realized that even though she was secretly hoping to be 
married to Lel, he has chosen another. Since the beginning of the opera, Rusalka had been very 
clear about her emotions and love for the Prince; the Snow Maiden, on the other hand, had some 
clear statements of wanting to enter the world of humans to hear the song of Lel, but she never 
really expressed any such passionate emotions. Additionally, in The Snow Maiden we can see a 
clearer spectrum of Snow Maiden’s emotions from the moment she realizes that Lel has chosen 
another woman. Her musical motives are heard continuously and repeatedly even if she is not on 
stage. Snow Maiden concludes “I have been deceived!” which is a very serious and dramatic 
statement to say for someone who claims to not be able to love. Snow Maiden seems to have 
entered a similar state of mind and reaction with that of Kupava when Mizgir rejected her, full of 
anger, sadness, and sense of injustice.  
In both operas the protagonist runs to the forest, feeling betrayed and experiencing the 
fate of a lost love. Rusalka is aware of her fate in full spectrum, but for Snow Maiden things 
have just began shading the final events and fate of the characters. Lel unexpectedly chose 
Kupava for his wife, and Snow Maiden experiences what Rusalka had before, a big shock. As it 
seems Snow Maiden was hoping that beyond all the madness and crazy events surrounding 
Kupava and Mizgir, she would still end up together with Lel. In scene eleven we find both the 
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protagonists briefly alone in the forest expressing their melancholy, having been betrayed and 
having lost their lover. Rusalka expresses fear in not being able to see the Prince again, and 
Snow Maiden similarly expresses fear in not being able to experience love and being betrayed by 
Lel. They both feel desperate and do not want to be separated from their lovers. Their arias in the 
forest are both dedicated to the Prince and Lel.  
In scene eleven of Rusalka, her sisters reject Rusalka very coldheartedly and cruelly and 
show her that her fate is decisively condemned. In The Snow Maiden, Mizgir appears, expressing 
his ardent feelings and violently trying to make Snow Maiden stay with him. The goblin attacks 
him, and he is tortured chasing Snow Maiden’s shadow for the rest of the night. These two 
scenes are overwhelmed by supernatural beings, their purity, and their discipline. In both 
situations, the sisters and the goblin try to maintain the order around the supernatural 
environment, with a cruel manner that psychologically tires the person who enters from the 
human world either that is Rusalka or Mizgir. It is the first moment we see a supernatural being 
other than Snow Maiden return on stage in The Snow Maiden and it is the first time to see any 
other supernatural beings in Rusalka other than Rusalka and Water Sprite who are main 
characters appearing throughout the opera Rusalka.  
Psychologically the protagonists are in a similar state: afraid, distressed, and unhappy. 
Rusalka, who has been through much more than Snow Maiden, already appears to be more 
understanding of her fate. She knew from the beginning what it would happen to her if her love 
did not succeed. Snow Maiden has only been warned to stay away from god Yarillo when she 
experiences passionate love. Because she was not yet able to feel this type of love, she is not 




The tenth scene in both operas, which seems much less comparable, presents in The Snow 
Maiden Lel’s song and choice of Kupava, and in Rusalka Rusalka’s encounter with Ježibaba and 
the witch’s one and only escape solution to Rusalka’s fate. In both scenes the protagonist is 
shocked by the events or information they are presented. Rusalka was already desperate and sad 
of her upcoming fate, whereas Snow Maiden was hopeful, thinking that this is the moment she 
and her beloved Lel will be together. Lel’s songs are again a metaphor for Snow Maiden, 
presenting some of the traditional Russian tales associated with Snow Maiden outside the opera, 
hinting her true fate. The stupid girl lost in the woods, hidden in the bushes, which was maybe 
eaten by the wolves, or the beaver that does not realize it will be hunt down, are all metaphors to 
Snow Maiden. Snow Maiden similarly, in her dreamlike mind, imagines that she will soon marry 
Lel, that he will choose her, and she will experience love. Snow Maiden, like Rusalka in her 
frenzy delirious drive in experiencing love, traps herself in a condemning situation. Rusalka, 
unlike Snow Maiden, in her final condemned moments is presented by Ježibaba with a solution: 
to turn evil at the last moment, forget about love, and kill the traitor and take back her life as it 
was. While it would have been exciting if Rusalka had done so, she maintains her ethical 
character and refuses, horrified of such a suggestion.   
The twelfth scene in both operas is unexpected. In Rusalka, suddenly two humans enter 
the supernatural world and complain about their Prince’s state of health, accuse Rusalka for 
putting spells on him and the kingdom, and meet the witch Ježibaba and Water Sprite. In The 
Snow Maiden, Lel and Kupava express their love to each other, two people that little did we 
know before that they would end up together. Snow Maiden, who has been always calm and 
sweet, is suddenly upset and for the first time expresses more mortal emotions of jealousy and 
anger. In Rusalka, after entering the world of the supernatural, we do not expect two humans 
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approaching and saying that their Prince has been betrayed by Rusalka and that he is sick. The 
two humans in both situations create frustration with their words, either that is the frustration of 
the Water Sprite or that of the Snow Maiden. The unexpected in both situations is in Rusalka the 
accusation of Rusalka for being the one to seduce and harm the Prince not the other way around, 
and in The Snow Maiden the secret meeting of Kupava and Lel, and Lel expressing his emotions 
towards Kupava which seemed to have been secret up to that point.  
In general, these are the three scenes that seem initially less comparable in the two 
operas, since the plots in the story are taking different directions. In The Snow Maiden, the plot 
has been moving more slowly than that of Rusalka, since the story is more complex, with more 
characters, and longer in duration. Rusalka has already been betrayed, cried, asked for help, and 
accepted her fate. Snow Maiden is just beginning to feel betrayed, cries, asks for the help of her 
mother Spring, and she might never fully realize what her fate will be until the very last minute. 
Scene ten of Rusalka and scene thirteen of The Snow Maiden, can be considered equivalent, 
since they are the moments that both protagonists hasten to their supernatural female relative for 
assistance to their betrayal. In Rusalka the scene is more dramatic and lacks any sense of love 
and affection between the two women, since Ježibaba does not really care for Rusalka and is 
mocking her. In The Snow Maiden, mother Spring is the one to support Snow Maiden with love 
and affection and grant her what she asks for. Additionally, scene thirteen in The Snow Maiden is 
equivalent to the first time Rusalka meets Ježibaba and begs her to transform her. Snow Maiden 






Scene Thirteen and Scene Fourteen Comparison 
Scene thirteen in Rusalka continues to show the cyclic form of the opera. Ježibaba’s 
motive is heard (see figure 5) but in a major key. The wood nymphs appear again: three of them 
introduce themselves and are ready to dance and play with the Water Sprite like they did at the 
beginning of the opera. The harp and strings play magical and lyrical passages, as they sing that 
they have golden hair and beautiful bodies, white legs, the fire is frightened by the shine of their 
hair, and the light of the moon shines above them wherever they go. Ježibaba’s motive is heard 
once more in the flute. The nymphs urge each other to continue dancing, and the Water Sprite 
appears. The nymphs start teasing him and ask him to chase them, and tell him that his wife will 
pull his ears for kissing one of them. The Water Sprite in sadness responds: “Don’t tease me 
golden-hair children. Our waters are clouded by human grief!” The nymphs ask him what is 
spoiling their merry games and what has happened. The Water Sprite in desperation for his 
daughter’s fate, says: “Sorrowing in the deep, deserted by her sisters, sits poor, pale Rusalka. 
Woe! Woe!” The orchestra plays very dramatically and emphatically Water Sprite’s theme (see 
figure 1a), to show the sadness and pain of the father and the horrible fate of his daughter. The 
three nymphs say that their eyes are filled with tears, the moon has vanished behind dark clouds, 
and their soul is filled with darkness: “Sisters, Sisters away we go!”     
The timpani are heard suddenly in a crashing fortissimo, and the horn plays a theme 
associated with the Prince and the palace to initiate scene fourteen. The Prince appears and the 
flute plays his theme (see figure 6), accompanied by the harp. The Prince has returned to the 
lake, seeking Rusalka once more: “My white doe! My fairytale! My mute vision! Will my 
lamenting, my constant rush ever end?” From day to day driven by longing, I seek you into the 
woods, I seek you all over the Earth! Come back to me!” He is certain that this is the lake where 
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Rusalka first appeared, and he demands that the forest reply to him and tell him where she is. It 
is a cyclic return to the Prince’s first appearance at the lake, when he claimed that he was seeking 
a white doe through lands and mountains. “Where are you?” he asks and he seems more and 
more desperate while the curse motive is heard (see figure 3). “By everything I have in my dead 
heart, I invoke both heaven and earth, I invoke both God and demons! Show yourself! Where are 
you, my love?” Everything ascends in to a climax, and leads to Rusalka’s theme fragmented and 
accented in the strings (see figure 18).    
The harp signals the appearance of Rusalka (see figure 18), and Rusalka’s theme is heard 
in the strings (see figure 2 and 19): “My love, do you still recognize me? Do you still 
remember?” The music from loving and beautiful becomes anxious again, and the strings play 
abruptly descending patterns while the Prince sings: “If you are dead, kill me at once! If you are 
alive, save me! Save me!” (see figure 19). Rusalka responds with a passionate and as desperate 
manner: “Neither alive nor dead, neither woman nor nymph, accursed, I wander as a phantom. In 
vain, for a moment in your arms I dreamed of my pitiful love. Your lover I was, but now I’m 
only your death!” This new passionate theme that Rusalka introduces has a melody that is 
dramatic and full of leaps to indicate the extreme pain and sadness she has been feeling. Her 
words lead to an orchestral climactic fortissimo with the percussion and trumpets accenting notes 
and rhythms.  The Prince replies, “Without you I cannot live! Can you forgive me?” The oboe 
and strings connect with a melancholic melody the merging emotions of the remorseful Prince, 
and of Rusalka who starts to calm down after hearing his apology.  
Rusalka finally starts expressing all the emotions she had but could not express to him 
before: “Why did you embrace me in your arms? Why did your lips lie to me? Now I am just a 
lunar vision.” The melody is sweet and lyrical, but then transforms to more accented, enchanting 
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and subtly sassy. “Now I am destined to torture you forever, in the darkness of the night, and my 
embrace is a deceit.” Rusalka grows more melancholic and sad as she says, “You sought passion 
which I know I never had!” This is a very ironic moment; Rusalka sings and is accompanied by 
passionate music, expressing true passion and love that she could never explain with words 
before as a human. The moment escalates dramatically while Rusalka says in desperation: “If I 
give you a kiss now you will be gone forever!” (see figure 21). The Prince replies with certainty 
and passion: “Kiss me! Give me peace! I shall never return to the world! Kiss me until I am 
dead!” Rusalka replies with a somehow happy romantic feeling that leads to another dramatic 
climax: “And you have given me so much dear! Why did you betray me? You know my love, 
there is no escape from my embrace! You will die!” The Prince insists: “All that I have I will 
give you once again! Kiss me a thousand times! Let me die!” The Prince’s theme is full of lush, 
beautiful melodies. Rusalka replies with the emotions of both being at their peak: “My love will 
freeze all your senses! I must destroy you, I must take you into my icy embrace!”  
Dissonant harmonies accelerate and ascend, and the curse motive is suddenly heard in a 
major key in the brass (see figure 3 and 22) with both the Prince and Rusalka agreeing to this 
final kiss. Rusalka kisses the Prince and the cymbals crash and the brass accents indicate that the 
Prince dies. “Kiss me, just kiss me, give me peace. Your kisses I know will redeem my sins” he 
says, and the curse motive continues to be heard in the flutes. The harmony gently moves into 
major cadences while the Prince says his final words: “I am dying happily in your embrace…” 
Rusalka’s theme is heard in a major chord (see figure 2) accompanied by the horn, showing the 
redemption of the Prince’s soul and Rusalka’s love finding some rest. The harmony suddenly 
and subtly darkens and takes a more wretched character, while the strings play tremolo and the 
curse motive is heard. The Water Sprite sings: “In vain he died in your arms, any sacrifice is 
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vein, pitiful, pale, Rusalka! Woe! Woe! Woe!” (see figure 1a and 23). The horn responds every 
time to the Water Sprite’s cry, and it sounds like an excerpt from Wagner’s Ring Cycle. The 
timpani play the curse motive (see figure 1) that has a funeral sound, while the strings play 
Rusalka’s motive (see figure 2) in full this time, but reflecting so much sadness, passion, love, 
and tragedy. 
Rusalka whispers to her beloved: “Because you loved me, because you were good, 
because you were humanly fickle, because of all that, that created my fate, God have mercy on 
you, human soul!” The music initially is brighter, full of passion and love, then tragedy, and then 
again hope, and a final sense of peace. The curse motive is heard again (see figure 3) in a large 
major key ascending and descending climax that completes with the brass playing for the last 
time quietly the Prince’s theme (see figure 6) and the harp leading to a major cadence.  
 The first scene of Act IV of The Snow Maiden is organized as scene thirteen in this 
comparative study. The themes of the forest sprite, followed by Snow Maiden’s themes and the 
themes heard when Mizgir was chasing the ghost are heard. The strings change the textures into 
a scene more romantic and passionate while Snow Maiden’s theme returns (see figure 24) with 
harp accompaniment and then followed by the passionate, anxious theme (see figure 47) and 
Mizgir’s theme (see figure 37). This is an orchestral interlude that is perfect for a brief ballet 
scene. Snow Maiden is near the lake close to the mountain of god Yarillo and the sun is rising; 
she sings to her mother and the theme is associated with the connection between them (see figure 
49). Snow Maiden, with eyes full of tears, calls for her mother, saying that her heart is full of 
anguish and sorrow: “Come to my side and take pity on me!”   
Spring rises from the lake surrounded by flower spirits; the woodwinds very gently, 
delicately, and beautifully create a flowery atmosphere, that leads to the beautiful and loving 
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return of Spring’s theme (see figure 50) heard in the cellos. A second Spring theme is heard in 
the horn (see figure 52) also heard in the beginning, as a form of recapitulation. Spring asks 
Snow Maiden: “Tell me my child what brings you so much sorrow! I will spend with you my 
final hour before I will be replaced by the god of sun, Yarillo.”  The violin plays a third theme 
associated with the Spring (see figure 51). Snow Maiden replies that everybody is happy and 
joyful and everybody loves her, but she envies the happiness of someone else. She wants love 
but she does not know the words of love, she has no feelings. She is experiencing painful 
jealousy without knowing love: “I am afraid my beauty will fade without joy. Oh! Mother give 
me the gift of love! For I will love or die!” Snow Maiden sings a new melody that sounds 
wandering, melancholic, and slow and then she returns to the first motive she sang to her mother 
(see figure 49).  
 Spring tells her “sit my child, I will give you the endless gift of love, prepare” and the 
horn’s Spring theme is heard again (see figure 52) simultaneously with her first theme (see figure 
50 and 53). Her aria is a magic spell in which she asks flowers to bless Snow Maiden with their 
gifts that will allow her to experience love. Spring’s theme is still being underlined (see figure 
50): “The flower of the springtide dawn, the white lily of the somber woods with its kindness and 
sweetness to illumine the icy face of the Snow Maiden, the magic black poppy flower of dreams 
to lull Snow Maiden and enchant her dreams, and make her mind sleep, and the golden hop 
flower to bring exaltation to her heart.” The chorus of flowers sings together with the Spring. 
The chorus and magic-spell-melody (see figure 54) becomes more and more lush and lyrical. 
Mother spring sings a melodical lines in minor keys, and the chorus echoes her. Chromatic 
chords are heard in the harp that echo Debussy’s orchestral music, and the strings play one of the 
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themes of Spring (see figure 52) in an ascending motion and pizzicato, emphasizing the sweet, 
delicate, magical and the naïve character of Spring.  
Snow Maiden sings in ecstasy: “Oh, mother! What a miracle, how much joy! How lovely 
is the earth, the skies, the waves, the pure and fair dawn! The forest and bushes call me under 
their shade! The dawn inflames me brighter and brighter!” Snow Maiden’s second theme returns 
(see figure 55 and 24a) and she concludes her phrase with a modified happy reference to her 
third theme (see figure 24b). A theme is heard in the orchestra associated with God Yarillo, and 
Snow Maiden’s upcoming fate (see figure 59). Spring replies that the Snow Maiden should hide 
her love from the god Yarillo and run home without hesitation and without admiring anymore 
the dawn; her themes are heard again in the horn and strings (see figure 50, and 52). “Do not 
forget the advice of your mother!” says the Spring and descends into the lake.  
 Mizgir enters searching for Snow Maiden, telling her that in vain he tried to catch her all 
night and wondering if she is still afraid of him. They both sing fortissimo when they see each 
other. “No, my heart knows fear no longer, let me look into your eyes! I hear your ardent voice, I 
see your clear glance, your proud look, and I am attracted to you irresistibly” she says and her 
fourth theme returns modified (see figure 56). Snow Maiden then introduces her love theme with 
Mizgir that has a waltz romantic character (see figure 57): “Is this a dream?! Now I want to be in 
your arms, my dear I am yours! Take me with you, I swear to love you and warm your desires!” 
Mizgir, amazed continues the song: “Is this a dream?! More encouraging words and no measure 
for happiness!” Snow Maiden then sings a modification of the first wedding theme heard at 
Kupava’s wedding (see figure 58 and 33) as Snow Maiden sings to Mizgir: “Oh my love, take 




Suddenly the sunbeams that heat the forest grow stronger, and Yarillo’s theme is heard 
(see figure 59): “But my love! Let’s run soon, cover me from the sun, its bloody rays frighten 
me, save me!” Mizgir suggests that they go find the tsar and announce their union, but Snow 
Maiden insists that she cannot break her father’s and mother’s promise that she must conceal her 
love from the sun immediately. Mizgir insists and their love theme is heard with a majestic 
march flavor (see figure 57): “You are accustomed to possess submissive hearts; but my heart is 
not a boy. I will be able to love and order: stay! If trouble is destined to come, I will die together 
you!” Snow Maiden promises to be his forever, and the modified wedding theme is heard again 
(see figure 58); but frightened, she tells him to keep her in his arms, since the sun is getting 
hotter and brighter (see figure 59). They both sing together for the enormous happiness they feel.  
 The sun starts rising and an orchestral interlude separates the scene; new themes and 
motives are heard that indicate that the seasons change and now the summer is approaching. The 
flute and then the clarinet plays a modification of Lel’s theme (see figure 29) that transforms into 
a version of Yarillo’s theme (see figure 61). A new theme is heard that is suddenly interrupted by 
a folk theme sung by the people of the Berendeys, descending from the mountain with some 
playing their instruments, followed by the tsar and young men and maidens who were betrothed 
(see figure 60). Mizgir and Snow Maiden have been hiding in the shadows. The young women 
and men are separated, and the women start singing: “We sowed millet! We sowed!” The men 
reply: “We will thresh the millet on the floor” and women ask “and how will you thresh it?”  
“The horses will!” the men answer, and say that they will buy the horses from the women. The 
women ask: “And how will you pay for the horses?” “We will give you a girl!” The melody is 
mysterious but festive at the same time and it intensifies into a very fiery dance and chorus. The 
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ostinato bass line resembles what in the future will be the ostinato of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring; 
it has the same feeling of a mystical, primitive ritual that is leading to a sacrifice. 
 The harp expresses the beauty of the union and marriage of Mizgir and the Snow Maiden, 
who stand before the tsar. The tsar gives them his blessing into a happy marriage, and wishes to 
them to live lovingly and happily surrounded by their children until the end of their days. Mizgir 
tells the tsar that now he has accomplished his promise of winning Snow Maiden’s love and he 
asks him to complete their marriage. The tsar asks Snow Maiden if she has by her own wish 
decided to marry Mizgir, and if she will give him her heart and hand. Snow Maiden responds 
that if the tsar was to ask her one hundred times, she would say one hundred times that she loves 
Mizgir; their love theme is heard (see figure 57): “Before the dawn I confessed to him my love, 
and given him my life!” Suddenly, a dazzling sunbeam hits Snow Maiden, and Yarillo’s theme is 
heard (see figure 59) bright and accented: “Is what I feel ecstasy or death?! What profound fire 
penetrates me? Mother Spring thank you for this divine gift, the joy of knowing love!” Snow 
Maiden’s death theme is heard for the first time (see figure 62): “This inner torture! Oh Lel! And 
your magic songs! I melt from the sweet emotions of love!” A second part to the death theme is 
heard (see figure 63) that grows more and more lyrical, emotional, and melancholic. “Farewell 
my friends, farewell my dear groom! Farewell my beloved, I am yours, in my last glance you 
have my soul!” she sings, and the modified wedding theme is heard again (see figure 58 and 64).  
 The people repeat a fragment of the death theme as Snow Maiden disappears (see figure 
65): “what a mysterious, strange marvel! Like the snow that melts in the fire of the sun, Snow 
Maiden has perished!” The harp plays again, and the brass are heard anxious and feverish when 
the devastated Mizgir sings: “Like spring snow she has melted! I am deceived by the gods! Cruel 
fate, it is not worth living in the world!” Mizgir runs towards the mountain of god Yarillo, 
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towards the lake, and his theme is heard dramatically in the strings (see figure 37), and the 
people yell: “Mizgir! Mizgir! Wait! Where are you going?!” The orchestra reaches its peak 
moment with the brass playing emphatically and the cymbals crashing, when the people, 
terrified, sing: “He died.” Moments of silence follow.  
 The tsar intervenes with a recitative and says that the sad death of the Snow Maiden and 
terrible death of Mizgir should not disturb their celebrations. The cold daughter of the snow has 
died and now the god Yarillo, after fifteen years, is not upset with the Berendeys: “Now with 
Snow Maiden’s wonderful death, the frost is at an end! Lel sing the song of god Yarillo!” Lel 
sings: “Oh red sun full of radiance and power, you are the most beautiful thing in the world! 
Glory to thee!” Lel sings a theme for god Yarillo that sounds liturgical and like a melody from 
the Orthodox Church (see figure 66) but which soon transforms into a merry folk song (see 
figure 67). Everyone sings with him and look towards the east expecting to see the sun. The 
harmonies, colors, and textures become more glorious as the chorus modulates higher and 
higher, and lead to a dance-like grand coda. At the top of the mountain, Yarillo appears as a 
young man in white clothes.  
 The final scenes from both operas are full of tension, drama, and resolution, making them 
the most interesting and anticipated part of both operas. In both situations, scene thirteen begins 
with supernatural female creatures; in Rusalka it is the forest nymphs, and in The Snow Maiden it 
is the Spring and flower spirits. As mentioned before the scene of Snow Maiden and Spring’s 
meeting is equivalent to the two scenes of Rusalka and Ježibaba (beginning and end), where both 
Rusalka and the Snow Maiden in exchange of their supernatural integrity and body are allowed 
to enter the human world or experience human passion. In these scenes they are both warned 
‘officially’ of what their fate will be if things do not go as advised, and both naively and 
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thoughtlessly beg for their wish to be granted, overwhelmed by their emotions, thoughts, and 
desires. It is the scene that shows most strongly their natural ability to feel passion, desire, and 
love. They both ignore the warnings and proceed as if hypnotized into the accomplishment of the 
spell. However, Snow Maiden receives her wish as a gift, whereas Rusalka receives her gift as a 
spell or curse. Snow Maiden has not lost her voice or her supernatural nature while living among 
humans; instead, she has been recognized from the beginning as a strange outsider but who was 
welcomed in the village. 
 In Rusalka the beginning of scene thirteen, with the three nymphs, is used to emphasize 
the horrifying fate of Rusalka, and to show the grief of her father and all the supernatural beings. 
In opposition, only Mizgir grieves for Snow Maiden’s loss at the end of The Snow Maiden, and 
neither Spring or Father Frost are there to mourn for the loss of their daughter, nor any other 
supernatural being. Scene fourteen in Rusalka and the second part of scene thirteen in The Snow 
Maiden present the encountering and reunion of the protagonist and her lover. In these scenes, all 
emotions that have not been expressed before by the protagonist are stated, and there is an 
overall sense of relief. The Prince and Mizgir both are desperate for their embrace with Rusalka 
and Snow Maiden respectively, and they are ready to die instead of losing the opportunity to be 
with them. Both the Prince and Mizgir have been searching for Rusalka and Snow Maiden 
endlessly, have been exhausted from the search, the overwhelming emotions of passion and love, 
and they need solace in the embrace of their beloved.  
However, the Prince, regretful and remorseful, begs Rusalka for her kiss, whereas Mizgir 
on his knees begs Snow Maiden for words of love, having been rejected from her since the 
beginning of the opera. Both of them previously have been very oppressive toward the 
protagonists, ordering them at times to do things as if they were their master. The Prince ordered 
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Rusalka a couple of times to go to her chamber while he remained with the Foreign Princess, and 
Mizgir more so than the Prince is the one to condemn Snow Maiden to her death, because of 
wanting only what he has in his mind, to marry her in front of the tsar at the exact morning when 
the sun is rising. Additionally, Mizgir in scene eleven is very aggressive towards Snow Maiden, 
when she rejects him and thus he is attacked by the goblin.  
 Rusalka and the Snow Maiden are able to express feelings they could not before. Rusalka 
finally explains to the Prince who she is, and what has happened to her from her desire to meet 
and love him. She describes her final fate and her current state of neutral existence: being neither 
alive nor dead, a spirit that drags men to their deaths. Snow Maiden, who is now exposed to the 
threat of melting from the sunbeams, tries to hide herself while trying to express her love to 
Mizgir. Her ghost/shadow figure that was used by the goblin to torment Mizgir and which Mizgir 
was chasing, resembles the final ghost/shadow figure of Rusalka that is meant to urge the male 
character to follow them in torment and death. 
 This is the most troubling moment; it appears as both protagonists not being fully 
themselves in the final scene. Rusalka explains to the Prince that “Now I am destined to torture 
you forever, in the blackness of the night, and my embrace is a deceit,” as if her own actions are 
no longer her choice. Similarly, Rusalka’s curse of being a ghostly figure and dragging men to 
the depths of the lake make us wonder, did the Prince run to the lake so desperate for Rusalka’s 
kiss because he truly wanted it? Or because Rusalka’s curse is causing him to be delirious and 
obsessed? In the beginning of the opera Ježibaba had warned that if Rusalka and the Prince’s 
love did not work, her beloved Prince must die. Thus making the Prince’s death not his own 
choice, but a curse that he should follow due to the magic.  
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Similarly, Snow Maiden seems not herself; her emotions towards Mizgir seem artificial, 
fake, unlike the emotions she had for Lel. Right after Spring’s spell, Mizgir appears, and Snow 
Maiden, like Wagner’s Brünnhilde who falls in love with the first man who wakes her from her 
spell, falls in love with Mizgir or has a strong lust for his love. However, at the end and while 
Snow Maiden is dying, she refers to Lel’s beautiful songs, which initially led her to the land of 
the Berendeys. Spring additionally in her spell to Snow Maiden says “The magic black poppy 
flower of dreams to lull Snow Maiden and enchant her dreams, and make her mind sleep.” If 
that’s the case, her mind was not aware who she is really seeing right after the spell, thus 
agreeing to Mizgir’s love so eagerly. Two people could potentially be delirious or non-conscious 
in the final act: the Prince and Snow Maiden.  
 Scene fourteen, the final scene in both operas, finds us in different settings. While in 
scene thirteen in The Snow Maiden, Snow Maiden and Spring sit next to the lake, scene fourteen 
is somewhere in the low parts of the forest while the Berendeys descend from the mountain. In 
Rusalka we are still next to the lake and the Prince begs Rusalka for her kiss and embrace. In The 
Snow Maiden the fourteenth scene opens with the chorus singing and dancing a wedding song 
that hides again a metaphor for Snow Maiden. Mizgir drags Snow Maiden in front of the tsar and 
confirms that he has gained her love, and that now the tsar can let them marry to make their 
union official and known. Like the earlier songs’ metaphors—Lel’s song of a girl hiding in the 
bushes and maidens weeping, Bobyl’s song of the beaver that has been taking a shower carefree 
but the hunters and their hounds have trailed it—the chorus sings about a young maiden who will 
be sold in exchange of horses threshing the millet. The final chorus song has a folk character that 
has mystical musical moments at times. Such foreboding songs were presented in Rusalka, with 
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the hunter singing the song about the doe, and the wedding song in the palace sung by the chorus 
and the Water Sprite.  
 Snow Maiden confirms her love to Mizgir in front of the tsar and suddenly a light beam 
hits her and she slowly start melting while singing farewell to everyone. Like in Rusalka, The 
Snow Maiden has a cyclic form as well, emphasized by phrases, motives, or moments that 
occurred in the beginning of the opera. For example, the word “Farewell! Farewell!” that Snow 
Maiden keeps repeating at the end recalls the “Farewell” that Father Frost and Spring kept saying 
to Snow Maiden at the beginning. Furthermore, Spring’s appearance in the thirteenth scene 
brings back elements of the supernatural world that were presented in the beginning. In Rusalka 
there is also a cyclic structure, with Rusalka and her main theme heard for a second time at the 
end, the first time being in the first act. Moreover, the three nymphs that want to play with the 
Water Sprite, and the Prince who comes seeking for his white doe, are all referencing scenes 
from the first act of the opera. All these familiar elements already seen and heard that create a 
déjà-vu, make the final events of the opera flow smoothly, without overwhelming the audience 
with only new information.  
 Snow Maiden is melting and disappearing in a supernatural way, just as Rusalka is no 
longer alive or dead but a ghost spirit. It is a fate that the human mind can only consider magical. 
The Prince dies in the arms of Rusalka after a final kiss, and after having atoned and been 
forgiven. Mizgir, desperate, falls in the lake saying that he has been deceived by the gods and 
that there is no reason for him to live. His death is also a strange one, since it is unlikely for a 
person to die from jumping into a lake. Mizgir is only seen running towards the lake, and then 
the chorus says, “he died.” The Prince’s death is also a supernatural one since he is dying from 
the kiss of a water nymph, a kiss that is harmless and not a cause of death. The lake in The Snow 
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Maiden is where Snow Maiden and Spring were sitting earlier, and were Spring arose from, 
where the spell took place, and it is a natural setting transformed into a supernatural setting. It is 
also the place of death for Mizgir, as it is the place of death for the Prince. In order for the drama 
to be complete, both characters (female and male protagonist) in both operas had to be 
condemned: Snow Maiden and Mizgir, Rusalka and the Prince. With this double death, there are 
no remains of their sad and tortured love, and the drama reaches its maximum potential.  
 However, the final message of both operas differs substantially. Rusalka’s fate is 
considered from the beginning of the opera as a tragic one. “Pitiful, pale Rusalka! Woe! Woe!” is 
a phrase that her father repeats sensing his daughter’ fate since Rusalka expressed her wishes. 
Water Sprite, and the supernatural world mourns for her fate, and Rusalka herself at the end has 
some time to mourn herself. She has given up her true nature, life, and love for her family in 
exchange for a few moments with the Prince who has betrayed her. However, Rusalka’s love is 
endless; even at the time that she is given the option to have everything she lost back by killing 
the Prince, she denies and puts his happiness above hers. At the end she sacrifices by 
condemning herself to be a ghost forever.  
 Snow Maiden’s death is not mourned by anyone but Mizgir, who egoistically has not 
listened to her and led her to her death. Her fate is a tragic one because she was used as a 
sacrifice for a different cause, to relieve the anger of god Yarillo. While Rusalka chose to 
sacrifice herself thoughtfully, Snow Maiden is sacrificed thoughtlessly like a sheep that is being 
killed for the favor of gods. The tsar does not allow the people to grief for her or Mizgir. Instead 
he says: “With her wonderful death, now the people of Berendeys have the favor of god Yarillo.” 
It is very cruel and brutal to say such thing, as if Snow Maiden’s death is of no importance due to 
her coldness, shyness, and supernatural nature, together with the long caused frost in the land of 
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the Berendeys created by her father. Equally, the tsar does not grieve for Mizgir, as if he was 
meant to be punished for his earlier offense towards Kupava, and who is the only responsible for 
his actions and decisions.  
The Prince on the other hand showed a human nature less brutal and less egoistic, asking 
for forgiveness and wanting to sacrifice himself for love with a gentle and very polite manner. 
Rusalka will be the one to mourn for him, and even though the Water Sprite says that the Prince 
has died in vain in her arms, we can sense that what Rusalka and the Prince have is true love, and 
at least the Prince’s soul is saved.  Even though the Prince had betrayed Rusalka so heartlessly, 
chosen another woman and treated Rusalka so cruelly, his return to her, his apology and 
willingness to die for a final moment of love make him likeable by the audience, and gives a 
bittersweet relief to all that Rusalka endured.  
In The Snow Maiden it seems that Snow Maiden has not really experienced true love in 
the way Rusalka and the Prince had. Even in her final moments before she disappears she says, 
“Oh Lel! In my ears I hear your charming songs!” Lel’s importance in the opera is also a strange 
one, since he appears at the beginning of the opera with his song that attracted the Snow Maiden 
in coming to the village of Berendeys and he is also closing the opera with his song to the sun. 
His words frequently present him directly associated with the sun; for example, when he says 
that the sun was the one who taught him his songs. Even when the tsar asks the women who they 
think is compatible to make Snow Maiden fall in love, and the women say that Lel is, Lel 
responds that this is not an honor to him, but an honor to the great sun! Lel thus appears to be 
like a punisher to Snow Maiden, a complete opposite to the cold shy and frozen girl: a fiery, 
sassy, arrogant boy. He is someone who is not interested in her like everyone else is, considers 
her childish, icy, and cold. He is indeed a representative of god Yarillo, and attracts the women 
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around him as much as Snow Maiden attracts the men of the land. It seems that Lel’s nature is 
also a supernatural one: if Snow Maiden is daughter of Winter and Spring, Lel is son of the sun. 
In Russian, Snow Maiden’s name is “Snegurotchka” with Снег (Sneh) meaning snow. Солнце 
(Solntse) is sun in Russian and together with the god of sun Yarillo, the letter “L” is a very 
“warm” sounding letter associated with Lel’s name.  
Snow Maiden’s sacrifice seems to bring the sun back, and the people of the Berendeys 
celebrate and continue their dances and customs dedicated to the seasons. Even though she 
seems to die happily for experiencing such passion, it feels that the drama was not completed as 
it should. Mizgir’s strange love for Snow Maiden is also one that creates skepticism. Mizgir fell 
in love with her so abruptly and suddenly that it does not feel like true love, but rather like a 
caprice. The naïve nature of both Rusalka and Snow Maiden is something they shared, together 
with their supposedly cold and emotionless self, their shyness, and fascination with the human 
world and human love and passion. For different reasons, they both do not express their 
emotions in the middle of the opera while being in the world of humans; instead they express 
their feelings and wishes in the beginning and the end of the opera. At the end they both manage 
to experience love but with tragic consequences, and they are both betrayed and hurt. Their 
journey is similar, and it ends for both losing their body, life, and family in exchange for a time 
spent in the human world and a taste of love.  
In Rusalka it seems that the message of the opera is that Rusalka’s love won the Prince at 
the end, and her selfless love was above everyone and everything. Even this message carries a lot 
of ambiguity. Snow Maiden’s message is more mystical and wild—closer to Stravinsky’s Rite of 
Spring—ending with the people of the Berendeys being favored by their pagan god Yarillo, after 
Snow Maiden and Mizgir were sacrificed, and that from now on they will have the sun. The 
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coldness and shyness associated with her father’s nature had protected her, but as soon as she 
decides to leave it behind and acquires passionate love, she exposes her true nature to the sun and 
dies as a punishment. The Prince in Rusalka similarly is punished for having betrayed Rusalka 
and dies in her arms willingly (just like Mizgir willingly commits suicide). Rusalka is punished 
for having given up her true nature, her family, for the love of Prince, and in exchange she will 
live in the worse part of the lake, its depths, in darkness, having lost her family forever, and 
forever now being in contact with humans like she wanted, but only to lure them to their deaths. 
 It seems more like two stories of punishment rather than two stories of love, and only 
Dvořák manages to hide this message with his beautiful Wagnerian-like music that lets us 
believe that love has won. Rimsky-Korsakov on the other hand has no intention of making us 
believe that love has won, rather it shows us clearly how cruel and strange it is to love, and that 
at the end, humans, their rites, and their festivities have won over the purity of Snow Maiden’s 
nature and delicate character. Many times the brutality of the character of the chorus shows the 
true nature of people, their willingness to sacrifice in order to receive what they wish for, and 















A TABLE OF STRUCTURE,  
AND A CATALOGUE OF THEMES AND MOTIVES OF THE TWO OPERAS 
Table 1: A Comparative Diagram of the Structure of Rusalka and The Snow Maiden 
 RUSALKA 
Antonín Dvořák 
THE SNOW MAIDEN 
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov  
Overture Introduction  
(Curse Motive + Rusalka’s Love Motive)  
(Prince themes) 
Introduction  
(Forest motives+ Snow Maiden flute 
themes)   
(Intro interrupted by a winter sprite) 
Scene 1 Nymphs + Water Sprite  
(resembling Wagner’s Rheingold beginning. 
Primitive/natural vowels: Hohoho) 
Birds + Spring 
(realistic/natural inflections of bird sounds).  
Scene 2 Water Sprite + Rusalka 
  
Spring + Father Frost 
+ Snow Maiden  
Scene 3 Rusalka Aria to the moon  
(Water Sprite interrupts+ D.M) 
 
Ježibaba song and magic potion--the 
admittance to enter the human world 
Snow Maiden Aria (flute themes)  
(announcing that she wants to be human) 
 
Spring, Father Frost, Snow Maiden  






Hunter song about the white doe.  
Prince finds Rusalka  
Water Sprite and Sisters cry for Rusalka (D.M) 
 
Prince leaves with Rusalka.  
Chorus (folk tunes) intro  
Carnival song. 
Bobyl + Bobylka find Snow Maiden   
 
 
Chorus leaves terrified.  
Scene 5 Game Keeper + Pantry boy (events in palace 
since Rusalka’s arrival) 
Lel’s Song- clarinet.  
Chorus of maidens. Lel abandons Snow 
Maiden 
Scene 6 Prince song to Rusalka in the Palace Garden  
 
Foreign Princess + Prince. 
Snow Maiden sad aria of Lel’s rejection 
Scene 7 Wedding Ball and Chorus: preparation for 
wedding: Prince and Rusalka 
 
Water Sprite sings for the fate of his daughter.  
Chorus: wedding song 
Water Sprite: altered wedding song 
Kupava telling her story 
Chorus and traditional preparation for 
Kupava’s and Mizgir’s wedding  
 
Mizgir sees Sow Maiden and abandons 
Kupava.  
(deleted Lel scene) 
 
Scene 8 Rusalka+ Water Sprite 
“Dear Father Save me”  
Introduction: Male Chorus Song  
Tsar + Kupava 
 storytelling of Mizgir treason.   
Tsar Theme+ Folk Chorus of Berendeys 
Scene 9 Prince, Foreign Princess, Rusalka, Water 
Sprite. Official betrayal of Prince. End of 
Act II.  
Tsar, Mizgir, Lel, Snow Maiden, Kupava, 
people of Berendeys.  End of Act II.   
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Scene 10 Rusalka back at the lake.  
 
Ježibaba mocking Rusalka.  
final hope: Kill the Prince and be saved!  
Three “wedding” songs: chorus song, Bobyl 
song, and Lel song with clarinet leitmotifs. 
Lel’s kiss and engagement to Kupava. 
Snow Maiden runs away. 
Scene 11 RECAPITULATION 
 Harp and flute and Rusalka’s entrance 




Her Sister’s song and rejection  
(Orchestral interlude.) 
Snow Maiden’s song, and flute in minor 
key. 
Mizgir arrives begs for love and when 
rejected he becomes furious.  
 
The forest sprite makes him chase Snow 
Maiden’s shadow all night.  
 
Scene 12 Gamekeeper +pantry boy + Ježibaba. 
The Water Sprite appears and defends Rusalka. 
Snow Maiden watches Lel’s and Kupava’s 
confession of love. 
 Orchestral interlude- perfect for ballet scene. 
Scene 13 Cyclic form continues: Recapitulation.  
Forest Nymphs.  
RECAPITULATION:  
Spring + Snow Maiden: gift of passionate 
love.  
 
Mizgir appears, Snow Maiden falls in love 
with him.  
Sun rises, she tries to protect herself.  
Scene 14 Prince Recapitulation: 
 Returns to the lake. Searching Rusalka.  
 
 Rusalka appears. (Redemption: Wagner) 
Rusalka kisses the Prince who dies in her arms.  
“Pitiful pale Rusalka” Water Sprite.  
 
Snow Maiden: final words. Major cadence. 
Orchestral interlude. 
Summer approaches. Chorus.  
Mizgir announces to the Tsar their wedding.  
Snow Maiden confirms her love and melts 
when the sunbeams hit her.  
Mizgir falls in the lake and dies.  
 
Lel +Chorus Song to the Sun 

















Figure 1a: Water Sprite Curse Phrase and Curse Bass 
Figure 2: Rusalka’s Motive (in the oboe), and Rusalka’s Harp entrance motive. 







Figure 4: Forest Nymphs Primitive Vocals 
 
 
Figure 5: Ježibaba Motive “Magic Spell” (piccolo). Prince/ Hunter Horn Theme.  
Figure 3: Curse Motive in Low Strings 





Figure 8: Wedding Chorus Song “dressing and singing to Rusalka” 






Figure 9: Rusalka “Castle Wedding-March” Theme 
Figure 10: Foreign Princess String Theme (stressed, with sforzandi as accents, sounding rushed and 
followed by syncopated rhythms, wide leaps). The Princess asks the Prince when Rusalka will come 
and see his change of heart 
Figure 10a: Foreign Princes Arrogant Theme: asking the Prince what he will do when he will have no 








Figure 10b: Prince's Melody to Foreign Princess when he explains that he is first a host and then a 
husband 
Figure 10c: Rusalka's Anger Melody 
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Rusalka Motivic Modifications, Alterations, and Combinations  
 
  
Figure 12: Ježibaba magic spell climax, Ježibaba motive fractured and accelerated, Bass- Curse 
motive accelerated  
Figure 11: Rusalka Dance-Wedding-Castle Theme transformed accelerating and growing in tension 




Figure 13: Rusalka Love Motive, during Ježibaba’s spell climax, referenced, modified, accelerated 
Figure 14: Water Sprite singing with the Wedding Chorus the Wedding Song to Rusalka, but instead of 





Figure 15: Rusalka echoing for the first time her father's curse words "Beda!"  (Crying for having 
met humans). Fractured, Rusalka’s theme is ascending in bass, and then heard in full, and finally 
fractured again descending. 
Figure 16: Variation of Chorus Wedding Song “dressing Rusalka.” Rusalka's sisters sing it to her to 







Figure 17: Curse Motive, modified, with triple sforzando when Rusalka's sisters give her their final condemn! 
Finally it descends like falling from a cliff, presenting thus Rusalka’s final descend to the depths of the lake.   
Figure 18: Prince searching for Rusalka at end of Act III. As he asks "Where are you my beloved?!" the 
music furiously accelerates and ascends, leading to accented fragments of Rusalka's motive that are 
modified, accelerated and resemble the curse motive. Finally the Rusalka’s Harp motive or Entrance 




Figure 19: Rusalka presents herself to the Prince who is waiting for her at the lake at the end of the 
final Act, (Rusalka Motive) and asks him if he still remembers her. As soon as he sees her he pleads: “If 
you are dead kill me quick, or if you are alive, save me!” His emotions full of tension are expressed 
through the ascending string patterns on allegro molto e appassionato. The Prince’s Passion Motive is 
heard, that was heard before in variations as he was searching for Rusalka.  
Figure 20: Rusalka's Passionate Theme- Response of being neither dead or alive. New Passionate 
melody that expresses all the stress and emotions Rusalka kept for herself. Finally explaining what 




Figure 22: Rusalka finally saying that she must take him in her arms at the end, knowing that he will die. 
The Curse motive is accented, accelerated and finally heard in a major key indicating a final cadence of 
events. 
Figure 21: Rusalka anxiously saying "You will die! You will die!" if she kisses him. 
Figure 23: Water Sprite repeats the Curse phrase when the Prince dies. The Damnation- Fate 
motive from Wagner's Ring Cycle is heard in the horns. 
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The Snow Maiden Motives: 
 
 
        
Figure 24: Snow Maiden’s Entrance theme and Second theme (variation of the entrance theme on the flute) 
Figure 24a: Snow Maiden Second (String) Theme and Third Theme 
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  Figure 24b: Snow Maiden Fourth Theme (E flat major) 
 
  
Figure 25: Spring Birds Chorus, First Theme 






Figure 26: Carnival Chorus, First Theme “Mystical” 
Figure 27: Father Frost Theme 
Figure 26a: Carnival Chorus, Second Theme “Joyful” 





Figure 27a: Father Frost Theme, and Separation of Father Frost and Spring with Snow Maiden Theme 






Figure 29: Lel’s First Theme “Clarinet Solo” 
Figure 29a: Lel’s Second Theme “Strings’ Theme” 







Figure 29c: Lel’s Third Theme “Playful,” and the “Strin’sg Theme” echoed in the clarinet 
Figure 30: Snow Maiden’s Passionate Response to Lel, accompanied by Clarinet. Snow Maiden’s 
Second Theme on the Flute 
Figure 30a: Snow Maiden’s “Aria” when Lel abandons her 
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Figure 31: Kupava String Theme 
Figure 32: Kupava's Theme 
Figure 33: Two Folk Wedding Themes. First Theme in the Clarinet, second theme heard in the Oboe. 












Figure 34: Third/Final Folk Theme/Song at the end of Kupava's Engagement. Right before Mizgir  
cancels the engagement for Snow Maiden. 
Figure 35: Kupava's Anger Melody 
Figure 35a: Kupava's Second Anger Theme “Disgrace” 





Figure 36a: The Tsar’s Theme broken in two subthemes associated with the palace and tsar’s 
frustration. And the end a Trumpet/Palace Theme is heard. 
Figure 37: Mizgir's Theme heard as a phrase from the violin and the flute (A passionate melody which 
Mizgir sings as he explains to the Tsar why he is in love with Snow Maiden) 




Figure 38a: Folk Chorus Theme, beginning of Act III 










Figure 39: Lel’s Second Clarinet Theme during the celebrations 
Figure 40: Lel's Song Theme on god Yarillo's day (A flat major)  
Figure 41: Lel's Choice. Lel’s and Kupava’s Love Theme.  

























Figure 43: Snow Maiden passionate response to Lel Theme comes back when Mizgir appears in the 
forest and pleads for her love and later it will be modified and heard in a minor key.   
Figure 44: Forest Sprite Theme, associated with the Forest and Father Frost. It was heard in the 
overture, and now it is heard again. The Forest Sprite appears to protect Snow Maiden from Mizgir 
Figure 45: Mizgir sings his theme as he chases Snow Maiden's Shadow. Thus two themes are heard 



















Figure 46: Kupava's Theme returns rhythmically modified at her scene with Lel in the forest 
Figure 48: Lel's and Kupava’s Love Theme returns in their forest scene (E minor) 
Figure 47: Snow Maiden’s Passion Theme. A very important theme that appears sporadically and is 
associated with Mizgir and Snow Maiden. 









Figure: 50 Mother Spring Theme 
Figure 52: Spring Second Theme heard in the horn 
Figure 51: Spring’s Third Theme heard in the violin 
Figure 53: Spring's first two themes heard together. The first theme is heard in the flute, and makes it 
































Figure 54: Spring's Magic Spell and Chorus. The melody is a variation or development of her first 
theme. 
Figure 55: Snow Maiden's Second Theme returns when Snow Maiden can feel passion. The 
Second theme is heard elongated and modified rhythmically. 















Figure 57: Snow Maiden’s and Mizgir’s Love Theme. Snow Maiden will sing this theme again when 
confessing in front of the Tsar her love to Mizgir.  
Figure 58: Modification of the First Wedding Theme when Snow Maiden tells Mizgir that she is his. The 
theme is heard slower, and elongated.  
Figure 59: God Yarillo Theme. When Snow Maiden urges Mizgir to protect and hide her from god 
Yarillo's sunbeams this theme is heard in the lower strings. It resembles all the articulated festive or 
anger themes, but it has its own identity as a theme. This theme will return when Snow Maiden will 























Figure 61: Lel’s Clarinet Theme returns fragmented and it is heard together with God Yarillo’s Theme 
(in a major mode). The two themes indicate sunrise, and the beginning of summer. 
Figure 60: Folk Song sang by the Wedding Chorus when they descend the mountain. The ostinato bass 
line resembles what in the future will be the ostinato of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring. It has the same 












Figure 62: Snow Maiden’s Death Theme heard in the violin as she sings “But what about me? Bliss 
or death? What a delight!”  
Figure 63: Second part of the Death Theme. Development of melody as she thanks her mother Spring 
































Figure 64: End of Snow Maiden's final aria as she melts, she sings the wedding theme and then a 
modification of hers and Mizgir's love theme. “Oh my beloved, I am yours! On a final glance at you 
by beloved…”  






















Figure 66: Yarillo's Theme modified and sang by Lel and the Chorus at the end of the opera after Snow 
Maiden's and Mizgir's death. 
Figure 67: Final reference to the First Wedding Theme in a modified and fragmented version, sung by the 




 The two composers differ substantially on the use of themes and motives. Even though 
Rusalka is a shorter opera, almost half in duration in relation to The Snow Maiden, it still 
presents fewer themes than the themes presented in half of the opera The Snow Maiden. Antonín 
Dvořák uses brief themes that return and expand throughout the opera presenting the emotional 
changes of the characters and situations with changes in the harmonies of the motives, or 
rhythmic modifications such as accelerations and rhythmic elongations, or fragmentations of the 
themes. Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov on the other hand presents an abundance of singable themes 
that do not take the motivic form as much, but generally remain as themes with few exceptions.  
Without cuts, The Snow Maiden is an opera that lasts about three and a half hours; it has 
so many themes that are heard and are of great importance portraying specific characteristics, 
and emotions of the characters of the opera that the audience simply by hearing the opera once 
cannot really grasp the ingenuity of Rimsky-Korsakov’s melodic writing. The Snow Maiden does 
not lack any emotional capacity, due to the multiple choral and folk chorus themes integrated 
into the opera. The themes have a uniqueness not often encountered in other operas, and each 
one is important enough to be mentioned in this research. Dvořák through the use of less 
motives, has managed to create a huge palette of colors, textures, combinations and atmospheres 
within the harmony of the opera. Rusalka being shorter in duration, and not having the variety 
and diversity of themes encountered in The Snow Maiden, becomes more direct, less decorated, 
and much more comprehensible to audiences who attend the opera for the first time.  
The two composers do have in mind different things that they want to present musically: 
Dvořák uses a more colorful palette that mixes and transforms one theme into a motive, into a 
different emotion, into a different situation. However, he creates one theme per character, thus 
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making it as easy as possible for the audience to understand what theme is associated with 
whom. Rimsky-Korsakov, on the other hand, presents many themes associated with the main 
characters, as well as themes associated with secondary characters. His technique is more of a 
collage technique, while occasionally he combines textures and mixes some of his melody-
theme-images in order to dense or dramatize the music. The audience can still understand what 
character is associated with what theme, because Rimsky-Korsakov uses very intelligent and 
creative ways to do so. For example, Snow Maiden is associated with the flute, Lel’s with the 
clarinet, and Bobyl’s with the oboe. Additionally, theme has an association with the character’s 
nature such as Father Frost’s themes and Forest sprite’s themes that have a darker more intense 
and manly character in contrast with Spring’s loving and sweet themes that are lyrical and more 
romantic.  
 Dvořák does the same indeed, associating specific colors and instruments with specific 
characters or situations. His themes act like the primary colors: red, yellow, white and blue, that 
when mixed create an abundance of other colors and shades. For example, some of the main 
themes (colors) of the opera are mixed at different times to present a dramatic moment, increase 
tension, and emphasize emotions: Rusalka’s theme, which often transforms into the Curse theme, 
or the Water Sprite’s theme that at times merges with Ježibaba’s motives. Dvořák’s methods of 
composing and creating a musical drama are much more influenced by Wagner, whereas 
Rimsky-Korsakov is influenced by the importance of his culture, and traditional music. Rimsky-
Korsakov might have tried to present something that would make the first people to hear the 






THE OPERAS’ PROTAGONISTS AND ANTAGONISTS 
 Rusalka and the Snow Maiden, as operatic personas, play a very important role to the 
formation of the fairy tale. Their similarities are so intriguing that they became the main reason 
that these two fairy tales are being compared. Differences are also apparent between the two 
characters, but which are not describing their personalities but, rather, the external situations and 
surroundings of the two women. Differences in the composers’ perspective in bringing the two 
fairy tales and two characters to life are also important in understanding the essence of each plot. 
In trying to understand Snow Maiden’s or Rusalka’s character one must understand the ideas 
behind the character’s conception. 
Both fairy tales present an opposing female character; in Rusalka it is the exotic Foreign 
Princess, and in The Snow Maiden it is Kupava, the young maiden. These two opposing female 
characters also share personality characteristics, and display a woman of a different style, 
background, and psychology. Finally, the role of the Spring (mother) and the equivalent role of 
Ježibaba will be compared. This chapter aims to present the two female protagonists, and the 
concept of the female persona as presented by both operas, as well as how they react and how 
they are treated by the different characters in the operas and the composers themselves. 
Additionally, the role of the man in both operas will be mentioned; in Rusalka the role of the 
Prince, and in The Snow Maiden the role of Lel and the role of Mizgir.   
Risky-Korsakov had said “I re-read Snegurochka, and my eyes were opened to its 
wonderful, poetic beauty…My warmth toward ancient Russian custom and pagan pantheism, 
which had manifested itself little by little, now blazed forth in a bright flame.”25 Aleksandr 
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Ostrovsky’s Snegurochka is a play full of amalgamations from Russian folk stories. Snow 
Maiden in various children stories is a magical snow-figure-girl that appears out of nowhere to a 
childless elderly couple. “She meets her demise in the late spring, either by getting lost in the 
woods while gathering berries, or by joining the village of young people in jumping over 
bonfires during a spring ritual.”26 In one of the chorus mystical songs of Rimsky-Korsakov’s The 
Snow Maiden, the story of a maiden being lost in the woods gathering berries is mentioned, 
reflecting the folk stories that existed about Snow Maiden. Like stories within a story, these short 
folk tales reflected the future events, or reminded the audience of the authentic folk tales. 
Ostrovsky took the folk tales and expanded them into a fairytale drama by adding characters of 
the Russian mythology.   
While Rimsky-Korsakov was writing The Snow Maiden he felt deeply connected to 
nature, and based on his thoughts recorded on his Chronicles of my Musical Life, Rimsky-
Korsakov’s days at a Russian picturesque old village inspired him deeply for the opera. The 
colors of the flowers, trees, fruits, and the birds singing, all were connected to his ideas at that 
time about pantheism and the subject of Snow Maiden.27 On the other hand a forbidden forest, 
the triple echoes heard on the mountains, and Yarillo’s mountain all became images of magic 
creatures and mystical stories. Rimsky-Korsakov analyzed arrangements of folk songs he had 
collected by Balakirev, Tchaikovsky, and Tertii Filippov while studying ancient Russian folk 
song. He was very attracted to ritual and game songs because as he said they were “the most 
ancient that have come down to us from pagan times and have therefore been preserved most 
nearly in their original form.”28 
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 Ibid.  
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 Gregory, A., Halbe, “Music, Drama and Folklore in Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov’s Opera Snegurochka (Snow 
Maiden),” 11.  
28
 Ibid, 13.  
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Different criticisms have been made for The Snow Maiden from some conservatives at 
the time of its first performance. For example, Hermann Laroche (1845-1904) claimed that 
“Wagner is often heard in Rimsky-Korsakov’s melody and harmony and early Wagner in his 
orchestration…”29 However, the music is not the only reflecting part of Wagner; Rimsky-
Korsakov purposefully decided to focus more on the Russian mythology and symbolism rather 
than realism, thus reflecting Wagner’s pioneering choices of bringing the German mythology 
and fairy tale to life. Although both composers Rimsky-Korsakov and Dvořák have been 
influenced in many ways by Richard Wagner, the most important influence or inspiration was 
the subject of love, and the philosophical ambiguity they both created with their operas on the 
matter. Andrey Rimsky-Korsakov, musicologist and son of Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, in his 
father’s biography included a letter by an anonymous liberal which stated: 
Look to the (far distant) future with the most optimistic hopes. Rimsky seems to me the 
songster of that future. It is the noble “solemn summons” to revelry in all the greatest 
goods in life, the apotheosis of nature, love, and art. At the same time, it is a deeply 
mystical philosophy -a religion of beauty […] In Rimsky’s work there was always a 
religious pathos. It took the form of an enthusiastic bond with the world as a whole; it 
also appeared as worship of the ‘eternal feminine’ (Pannochka, Snegurochka […])30  
 
Rimsky-Korsakov’s choice of instruments accompanying or identifying with the main 
characters is one main way to understand the character of Snow Maiden. The bright timbre of the 
flute, which resembles the timbre of a coloratura soprano, together with the melodies that when 
heard in the flute resemble birds or snowflakes, reflect Snow Maiden’s coldness and delicate, 
                                                 
29
 Ibid, 19.  
30 Ibid, 24, 25.  
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childish, naïve character.31 Other folk stories portray the myth of Snow Maiden as a primitive, 
ancient attempt to explain the melting of snow and ice. Lel is also a character drawn from 
Russian mythology; the words ‘lel, lioli, liuli, etc’ can all be heard in Lel’s songs in the opera 
and are common refrain syllables in Russian folksongs and more common in spring and wedding 
songs. “The verb leleiat’ is an archaic Russian word meaning ‘to sing.’” 32  
Many different Russian folk story versions of Snow Maiden exist, with different endings, 
different plots and modified characters. However, in all the situations Snow Maiden is a girl who 
rarely speaks, and she is constantly connected to the changes of the seasons, “so it comes as no 
surprise, and no great tragedy, when she melts in the spring, when the snow is melting all 
around.”33 Many of the characters, however, are an invention of the librettist Aleksandr 
Ostrovsky, such as Spring, Father Frost, Lel, Mizgir, and Kupava. Ostrovsky added his own 
social-moral ideas on his play such as work-ethic, marriage, physical beauty, and love that move 
away from the folk tale, and which made his play more dramatic. 
However, even though the libretto of The Snow Maiden was an adaptation of Ostrovsky’s 
play Snegurotchka, a lot of aspects included in the play were removed from the libretto. For 
example, the dialogues between Father Frost and the Spring, or Bobyl and Bobylka which 
conveyed marital conflict and trouble were not used. Additionally, personal conflict between the 
main protagonists was minimized in order for their symbolic personalities to be more 
emphasized.34 Rimsky-Korsakov says that the opera’s main idea is that Snow Maiden faces a 
passionate struggle in becoming a human and fitting into the human society, something that is 
                                                 
31 Ibid, 44. 
32 Gregory, A., Halbe, “Music, Drama and Folklore in Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov’s Opera Snegurochka (Snow 
Maiden),” 45.  
33 Ibid, 46. 
34
 Ibid, 66. 
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similar to the struggle of Rusalka. Rimsky-Korsakov by altering Ostrovsky’s play tries to convert 
the drama into a more symbolic pagan story that presents the drama more musically than 
verbally. He tried to remove any arguments between the characters and avoid multiple dialogues. 
An example can be found on Act III, when Lel chooses Kupava over Snow Maiden; Rimsky-
Korsakov again avoids excessive personal expression of emotions from Snow Maiden, and even 
exploitation of Lel’s emotions towards Kupava, in contrast to Ostrovksy’s play. Rimsky-
Korsakov chooses to edit the play of Ostrovsky in such a way that it moves away from the Italian 
opera and the various dramatic emotional scenes, to a more folk opera, that presents symbols, 
myths, and traditions to create a mystical folk fairy tale. 
In The Snow Maiden both Mizgir and Lel are men who are ‘unique’ within the society of 
the Berendeys. Mizgir appears as the rich outsider, to whom the chorus sings that “maidens 
should only marry men from the village.” Lel on the other hand is the lazy shepherd, who attracts 
every woman with his song and who Rimsky-Korsakov gives a special association to god 
Yarillo. With Rimsky-Korsakov’s symbolism, characters like Father Frost, Spring and Yarillo 
are as real as the rest of the mortal characters.  
Snow Maiden, more than everything else, is caught between warmth and cold, Father 
Frost and god Yarillo. At the same time, throughout the operas, Rusalka and Snow Maiden are 
caught between their “natural” coldness and inability to experience or express passion. Snow 
Maiden enters the human world searching for love, disdaining the human rituals. In both the 
opera and the play Yarillo’s victory or arrival is celebrated. However, in the play the tsar says 
that the fifteen years of Snow Maiden’s life had suffered the village fifteen long winters, thus 
Yarillo had rightfully punished Snow Maiden with death. This is not mentioned in the opera by 
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the tsar, but it is conveyed by the fast recovery of the chorus after Snow Maiden’s and Mizgir’s 
death.  
 Rusalka appears also as a very important folk figure in the Slavic literature; a pre-
Christian “Russian naiad” who lives in lakes and rivers surrounded by forests, and is associated 
with the unclean force associated with the devil.35 She is either called a water sprite or water 
nymph, and is often associated with the western half-fish, half-woman fantasy figure, the 
mermaid. However, unlike the mermaid, a Rusalka maintains her human form and is associated 
with the unclean dead. Rusalkas were described as “naked girls with long, flowing light-brown 
or green hair” and “pale-faced, ethereal beauties, sometimes in white shifts with garlands of 
flowers in their loose tresses.”36 Tradition says that rusalkas lived in sisterhoods and formed 
circle dances under the moon, enticing with their songs and beauty passing villagers and 
drowning them to their deaths. In different regions of Russia, rusalkas’ characteristics vary; 
however, what is always a common characteristic is her ghostly ontology, that is a result of her 
being “a jilted lover or unwed mother who committed suicide, the spirit of a child who died 
without being baptized, or as a woman who died a violent death by the water.”37  
 This is where Dvořák’s Rusalka connects the Slavic Rusalka with the Western mermaid. 
For example, Russian dramatist’s Nikolai Gogol’s famous tales such as Evenings on a Farm 
Near Didanka present rusalkas that were formerly mortal women who fell in love, and were 
betrayed by their lovers, and eventually died by suicide. These mortal women, return to the 
world as a suppressed spirit, that of the rusalka. In opposition to this type of rusalka, is the 
western mermaids or melusines that often yearn for human feelings and in exchange give away 
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 Maya K. Larson, “Why Does the Rusalka Have to Die? The Call of the Other Zinaida Gippius’s Sacred Blood,” 
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their hair, voices, and other magic qualities. However, the figure of Rusalka becomes even more 
complex with her association to fertility. Rusalkas, mostly perceived as dangerous figures 
connected to death, they are also connected with the belief that where they live the grass grew 
thicker, thus associating them with vegetation.38  
 Different meanings have been associated with the word ‘rusalka.’ One example is the 
word ‘русый’ (rusyi) that in Russian means light brown or blonde hair often the color of a 
mermaid’s hair. Another is the association with the term ‘русский’ (ruskey) that means Russian, 
or ‘Rus’ the old name for Russia or the archaic singular noun for a Russian person (rus). The 
ending of the word Rusalka (-ka) is often the diminutive typical ending for female adjectives and 
names.39 However, others associate Rusalka with pagan rituals called rusalii, which included 
celebrations, offerings, and exorcisms of evil spirits.  
 The character of Rusalka in the 19th century was ideal in combining Slavic and European, 
traditional and classical mythologies and literature, while connecting to nationalism and the male 
sexual imagination. The ideology of ‘the dangerous eternal feminine’ was often controlled by the 
male in assigning to the character submissive final story-plot actions or behavior, a characteristic 
observed in both Rusalka’s and Snow Maiden’s actions and behavior. Such an example is 
observed also in another Rimsky-Korsakov opera Sadko; the main character Sadko has two 
wives, the water supernatural spouse, Tsarevna Volkhova, and a mortal spouse, Liubava. 
Liubava throughout the opera cries, and Tsarevna Volkhova at the end turns herself into a river, 
and “this submission by the women is celebrated in the finale of the opera by a massive choir 
glorifying the hero and the nation.”40 Sadko’s ending seems parallel to The Snow Maiden’s 
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 Maya K. Larson, “Why Does the Rusalka Have to Die? The Call of the Other Zinaida Gippius’s Sacred Blood,” 
166. 
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 Ibid, 167. 
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ending, where the audience celebrates her death and praises god Yarillo’s heat, while Mizgir the 
man who was seduced by her has an equally tragic but ignored death.  
 Even though Rusalka and Snow Maiden cannot really be perceived as dangerous, their 
feminine and supernatural qualities often seem to scare or confuse those around them. For 
example, in The Snow Maiden when she says farewell to the forest and the forest answers back, 
the chorus is terrified. Additionally, her supernatural beauty enchants the men of the Berendey 
and destroys the order in the village. Similarly, in Rusalka the gamekeeper and pantry boy are 
afraid of Rusalka, call her a devil spirit for luring their Prince and enchanting their palace. They 
both believe that she should be condemned. Both Snow Maiden’s and Rusalka’s inability to 
respond or explain to the humans who they are and what they feel, make them even more 
strange, exotic, and dangerous both to the audience and the characters of the plot.  
Nikolai Gogol was a Russian dramatist who had a very influential role in the artistic 
culture in Slavic countries and Russian opera. Composers such as Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, 
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, Modest Mussorgsky, Dimitri Shostakovich, and many others 
composed operas based on Gogol’s tales. In Gogol’s tales, female characters related to rusalkas 
(Baba Yaga, Mokosh, Rusalka) present the power of a supernatural divine feminine that can be 
deceptive or hypocritical, and thus ambiguous and dangerous.41 Baba Yaga, the witch of Russian 
and East Slavic folk tales, who often gives magic gifts to those who ask her, appears often as a 
villain, a hostile donor, who often attempts to kill the heroine, and has an ambiguous behavior.42 
The name alone Baba Yaga has a great number of variations, from Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, and 
Slovakia. Some of these variations include, ‘Iagaba, Baba-Liaga, Egiboba, Hynzhi-baba, 
                                                 
41
 Nicole, S. White, “The Dangerous Feminine:  Female Archetypes in Nikolai Gogol’s Short Fiction,” Master’s 
Thesis, University of Colorado at Denver, 2009, 2.  
42
 Andras Johns, Baba Yaga: The Ambiguous Mother and Witch of the Russian Folktale (International 
Folkloristics), New York: Peter Lang Publishing Inc., 2004, 8.  
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Ezhibaba’ leading to the name of the Czech and Slavik figure Ježibaba who appears in the opera 
Rusalka. 
 Ježibaba, in Czech literature, often frightens children, or tries to eat the heroes of the 
stories; similarly, in Rusalka she frightens the pantry boy and threatens to eat him, and appears as 
a mortal witch, but which however, has a special connection to magic and the forest. 
Interestingly, Baba Yaga appears only in East Slavic countries, Slovakia and the Czech lands, 
and portrays a Slavic supernatural female character that brings history and folklore together.43 
Thus, Ježibaba’s role in Rusalka presents much more than the evil witch; she brings delicate 
nationalistic elements in the opera. She is a character who is deeply connected to folkloric 
childrens’s stories, much older and darker than the story of Rusalka, and she can be recognized 
subconsciously or consciously by those who share the knowledge of the Czech or Slavic culture. 
Her name alone is not differentiated but is rather kept in its traditional form in the opera.  
The second female character in Nikolai Gogol’s tales, Mokosh “is the great mother 
goddess of the East Slavs, […] a goddess of fertility, bounty, and moisture, and the protectress of 
women’s work and the fate of the maidens. Her great feast was in the autumn after the harvest 
[…].”44 Interestingly, and in association with The Snow Maiden, Lada and her daughter Lelia, 
were the goddesses of the spring, sometimes assigned September feasts, and all three goddesses 
mentioned are traced back to the Neolithic period. Lel in The Snow Maiden often in his songs has 
the words “Lado, Lel” and such variations, and in the plot the season in which he sings to Snow 
Maiden is considered still springtime. Yarillo, is also a real mythological figure connected to the 
summer, and celebrated in the beginning of June. “Lel” is often mentioned among the Slavic 
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gods,45 as well as god names such as “Kupalo”, “Leda,” and “Polel.” It was said that Leda’s or 
Lada’s sons were Lel and Polel.46 In either case, it is understood that Lel’s character in The Snow 
Maiden, which before seemed as a mystical and strange figure for not being enchanted by Snow 
Maiden’s beauty, is indeed connected in a more supernatural way to the spring and summer, and 
even presents a minor deity among the Slavic mythological gods. This explains the power of Lel 
in the story, in not being enchanted, ignoring Snow Maiden, and presenting an opposite extreme 
to her: he associated with the summer, and she associated with the winter.  
The ideology of a woman as a mother is among the most natural and archaic godly 
figures that are found in the world. Often the term ‘mother’ is associated with Earth, a country, 
the nature, leading up to ‘Mother Spring’ who “arrives in a cascade of flowers and buds, which 
emerge miraculously under the frozen ground.”47 Nature which leads the lives of people in 
Russia and other agricultural countries, “is a good mother but is also a destroyer, giving with one 
hand to take with another.”48 Mother Spring rises within the ice of the winter to make the land 
live again, and it is the most fertile season of the year. She is a supernatural mother that protects 
the land or makes it flourish and she is ‘Mistress of the Animals.’  
Mokosh, as said before, “is the great mother goddess of the East Slavs, […] a goddess of 
fertility, bounty, and moisture, and the protectress of women’s work and the fate of the maidens 
[…].” Baba Yaga, is often named ‘Mistress of the Animals’ who oversees the fertility of the land 
and the human community, and she is a queen of the planets and skies.49 Thus, both Mokosh and 
Baba Yaga, who appear in Gogol’s tales, and mother Spring seem like the two sides of the same 
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coin. In both the operas, Ježibaba and Spring’s motives are connected to that of the forest, nature, 
or creatures around them, and they have a special relation to the nymphs of the story. Ježibaba is 
the aunt of Rusalka, thus presenting the association of Baba Yaga and rusalki from the Russian 
mythology, and Spring is the mother of the Snow Maiden, who can be described as a winter 
nymph and a minor deity.  
The Foreign Princess, Rusalka’s rival, is presented as “too Italian”50 and “scornfully 
interjects” the love aria of the Prince to Rusalka.51 Her musical participation in Rusalka includes 
a few themes that do not transform into motives but rather try to present her character, 
personality, and behavior as arrogant, fierce and passionate in a daring way. Rusalka as a fairy 
tale together with The Snow Maiden do not act as a regular fairy tale would: they do not have a 
happy ending. Rusalka, as a representative of the Czech tradition, is a pale, silent figure who 
gives up her water nature and voice for silence and the company of the Prince. Even though the 
Prince in Act II sings a love aria that represents his and feelings for her, Rusalka’s silence allows 
the exotic Princess to usurp her place at the end with a dynamic manner that includes form, text 
and even colorful costumes that take the attention of the Prince away from Rusalka.52 In a way, 
Rusalka and the Foreign Princess represent the traditional culture and the modern society 
respectively, especially at a time that Czechs tried to become nationally independent from the 
influences of Europe and Germany. “Rusaka could symbolize the Czechs, who had almost lost 
their language to the politically dominant Germans.”53 Rusalka could also symbolize the pure, 
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naïve, beautiful, natural and magical character of the Czech culture in comparison to the ‘exotic,’ 
arrogant, disrespectful Germans. 
It is astonishing how many fairy tales have attracted composers and librettists in 
constructing operas. Most fairy tales that are children’s tales can evolve through the opera and 
become successful dramas. The Snow Maiden is included in the collection The Firebird and 
Other Russian Fairy Tales (1978), illustrated by Boris Zvorykin; this book illustrates the Russia 
fairy tales that took shape in opera and musical drama.54 Similarly, Rusalka belongs to old 
children’s tales that have travelled throughout Western and Eastern Europe in different forms but 
have taken a very dramatic dimension through opera. However, The Snow Maiden opera presents 
more children-entertaining elements than Rusalka, the themes as well as the style of singing of 
the characters is more appealing for children, who could be part of the audience, for the strong 
differences of texture, color, and melodic character. Rusalka has more serious and dramatic 
elements, but it can still be appreciated and enjoyed by younger spectators. However, The Snow 
Maiden can be described as a more childlike opera than Rusalka from the style of singing, to the 
way the characters express themselves musically and stylistically throughout the opera.  
Even though the two operas do not directly represent realism, they both present realistic 
endings that take us away from a true fairy tale. A rusalka and a snow maiden, both women of 
unprecedented beauty, represent the ideal and perfect woman. They are presented as absolute 
beauties, a concept representing the romantic ideal. However, a realist would support the idea 
that if the content of art is beauty, then art is largely restricted, but if art embraces reality (nature 
and life) “that is of interest to man, not as a scholar, but as an ordinary man” then art’s sphere is 
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open to its full volume.55 Surprisingly, in The Snow Maiden this complete and imperfect nature 
of the human is celebrated, and the ideal, perfect, beautiful woman is destroyed. Reality defeats 
the beautiful Rusalka, into what seems as a victory of realism over idealism, the human nature 
winning and defeating that of the supernatural.  
Nicholai Gavrilovich Chernyshevsk, a Russian realist who wrote Aesthetic Relations of 
Art to Reality and was published in 1855, said that imagination in relation to reality is “pale and 
nearly always unsuccessful imitation.”56 This is like a sketching phrase for the two characters 
Rusalka and Snow Maiden, who even if they bear the primary importance of the two operas, they 
still are two shadows that represent ideas of great ambiguity and unrealism: the absolute true 
love, sacrifice for a human, or sacrifice for the experience of romantic love, and the idea of a 
perfect- magical woman seeking to become a mortal passionate imperfect woman. Thus they 
represent ideas that existed in our society for a long time, but are very rare, considered by many 
non-existent, and could be easily considered children’s tales.  
A rusalka is often an “ambivalent and paradoxical representative of femininity a 
millennial symbol of the archetypal female, rooted in the dual heritage of paganism and 
Orthodox Christianity; an amalgam of the cosmic, metaphysical and fertility functions on one 
hand, fatal threat on the other.”57 Sigmund Freud in an effort to solve the riddle of femininity, 
referred to woman as “the dark continent,” and the woman’s inability to speak and explain for 
herself on behalf of her sexuality, body, and opinion, is reflected in both the faces of Rusalka and 
The Snow Maiden.58 While silent, the two figures pose fear in the human world; the human 
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world does not understand who they are, what they feel, what they want, and why they cannot 
communicate normally with those around them. Interestingly, they are not the only women in the 
operas who are fearful; the witch Ježibaba and the exotic Princess, who both are presented as 
evil, powerful, and able to achieve what they set in mind, (the extreme opposite) present a dark 
and dangerous woman of a different kind. Kupava, who momentarily expresses her anger, she 
too falls victim to masculine desire, and eventually goes silent. Spring too is a female character 
who has been under the control of Father Frost; she was not allowed to give way to god Jarillo 
and summer, because of her trying to maintain a relation with her daughter. Thus with the only 
exceptions of Ježibaba and the exotic Princess, who appear so threatening, the rest of the female 
characters’ futures are determined by the men around them. Thus, the male control over the 
female was more emphasized in The Snow Maiden rather than in Rusalka and that could be a 
result of the differences between the masculine cultures in Russia and Czechia.  
In Russia for a long time the Orthodox ecclesiastical authorities fought the native actors 
and jesters named skomorokhi who performed, sang, and danced carrying from generation to 
generation what eventually would form the basis for the treasury of the Russian folk music. 
Composers in the 18th to the 20th century would use the resources found from the skomorokhi, 
and most Russian opera plots would present “scenes upon peasant life, such as village weddings 
and carnivals, and the very songs that became traditional at such festivals centuries ago.”59 In 
The Snow Maiden a considerable number of folk songs are referenced, which might be a true 
composition of the composer or might be a real folk song. Russian folk songs at times were 
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influenced by the European culture, but the real Russian folksong was polyphonic, made use of 
imitative writing and had a completely unique harmony and counterpoint.60 
Although Dvořák had sympathy in the pan-Slavonic culture, Rusalka seems nearer to the 
German than the Russian world.61 Jaroslav Kvapil, the librettist of the opera, stated that there is a 
lot of Czech folk element in the fairy tale, and he was particularly inspired by the folk ballads of 
the Czechs.62 Dvořák sets the music primarily based on the scenery, textures, and environment, 
through instrumental techniques, engaging the orchestra to reinforce the verbal narrative, a 
technique and method he acquired when composing his symphonic poems.63 Dvořák managed to 
create a successful opera in which his main character is silent, but the story around her develops 
flawlessly. One of the reasons that this is one of his successful operas is that Dvořák believed 
that the opera and the character are inseparable. In order for the narrative and plot to evolve, be 
engrossing and successful, character development must be achieved.64 Thus, in contrast to Snow 
Maiden who appears to have minimal changes in her character and behavior, Rusalka appears to 
mature throughout the opera, to have an abundance of different and contrasting feelings, that 
appear very human and very logically evolving, and at the end her actions and behavior is that of 
a forgiving person, who accepts her fate, but decides to love until the very end. Snow Maiden on 
the other hand appears less wise, more enchanted and full of adrenaline at the end of the opera 
from experiencing passion, and her character seems to not have developed throughout the story, 
but remained the same.  
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Even though Kvapil had intended for Rusalka to carry folk elements, from the operatic 
perspective, some believe it to be far anything folk Czech. For example, some believe the 
inaccuracy of declamation in the opera, as composed by Dvořák, to be a disrespect to the Czech 
language. Additionally, Smetana had stated in 1864 that “imitating the melodic and rhythmic 
aspects of our folk songs does not create a national style; at the very most, it is a weak imitation 
of the songs themselves, not to mention dramatic truth.”65 Dvořák has indeed included elements 
of existent Czech folk songs, with a more imitative manner than Rimsky-Korsakov has. 
However, in most situations when a folk song of a specific culture is being used, even if the 
composer is a native or not of the culture, the folk song does indeed reflect the style, character 
and traditions of the culture. In The Snow Maiden even more so than in Rusalka, the folk songs 
create an old album of photographs, scenes, and moments from the past of the Russian culture. A 
third element that makes Rusalka seem less Czech is the music. Although a fairy tale, the music 
in Rusalka does not present the lively, fantasy-like elements of a Czech fairy tale, but rather the 
music of a tragedy.66  
In seeing Rusalka from a different perspective musically and as an opera, we find a 
different perspective of the character as well. In Sadko, another opera by Rimsky-Korsakov, the 
sea Princess Volkhova is a supernatural siren-like character, a moonlit apparition, surrounded 
most often by naiads who dance. Volkhova is a seductress and enchantress but similarly Sadko 
meets her and becomes like a reflection to his fertile imagination.  
The sea Princess embodies the sailor’s ego ideal; she is a manifestation, in short, of 
 primary narcissism. During her arioso, Sadko imagines himself as worthy of her love. 
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 Before the beginning, she glides towards him along the edge of the lake; after the end, 
 she fades into the mist, leaving him to gaze at his own reflection on the surface of the 
 water.67  
 
In these words, we can replace Sadko and Volkhova, with the Prince and Rusalka, and 
understand the Prince’s perception and why she was worthy to him while she was a supernatural 
creature. Similarly, Mizgir so eagerly and in an instant forgot the mortal and ‘mediocre’ Kupava 
in the view of the magical Snow Maiden.  
In pre-Christian cultures, “a woman was perceived as a creative, kind force but also an 
all-consuming, devouring force to be feared.”68 In both operas, a subconscious connection with 
the Christian tradition is underlined. In Rusalka, it is the repentance and purification of the 
Prince’s soul through Rusalka’s forgiveness, and allowance to die a peaceful death that will lead 
his soul to heaven. In The Snow Maiden, even though the tsar is an after-Christ figure that is 
often associated with Orthodox Christianity, he is presented to be praising the pagan Russian 
gods. Rusalka admires this purification that can occur in the human soul through forgiveness 
since as she says “humans have souls that rise to heaven when they die,” something that she, her 
father, and the magical creatures do not have the benefit of. However, the connection of a 
supernatural story and Christianity was already exploited by other composers such as Richard 
Wagner in Tannhäuser, or Zinaida Gippius in Sacred Blood. 
The most transparent element that presents paganism and Christianity are the two 
characters, Rusalka and Snow Maiden themselves. Although both supernatural creatures with the 
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ability to be seductresses and destruction forces, and who could have an untamed devilish side, 
they are both instead presented as young, virginal women of unparalleled beauty, presenting 
Christian personality characteristics. Like in Wagner’s Tannhäuser, Elisabeth is a young virgin 
woman of unparalleled beauty, who is silent most of the time and prays in isolation for 
Tannhäuser, whom she loves. Some of her personality characteristics, are shyness, humility, 
romanticism, kindness, simplicity, and purity. Even though Rusalka and Snow Maiden with their 
appearance cause awe to the ones around them, in their soul they seem like angelic or saint-like 
Christian females who search until the end for love and the redemption of the soul through the 
experience of passionate love.  
Various examples of literature present such supernatural nymphs as evil and demonic, 
like Alexander Pushkin’s Rusalka.69 For example, the unethical character of rusalkas is portrayed 
by Pushkin in his various writings, where the erotic rusalka is seduced by a Prince-like man or 
seduces a Christian priest. However, Snow Maiden and Rusalka present a combination of the 
ideal supernatural creature, with the ideal Christian soul and character, in other words a perfect 
creature of God, flawless in the body and in the soul. Very interesting is the fact that such a 
creature is left to be harmed by humans, with the only sin that of trusting and loving humans. In 
contrast to religious tales, the ending of the two fairy tales does not seem to promote the idea of 
sacrifice for the sake of love. It rather gives a message of bitterness to the obsession of these two 
characters in finding love and passion. In Rusalka the Water Sprite emphasizes again and again 
that such a sacrifice will be condemned forever and the Prince will die in vain. In The Snow 
Maiden while the whole opera was directing us towards Snow Maiden experiencing love and 
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passion, the end shows us that the real result and goal was not Snow Maiden’s wish to come true 
but nemesis and punishment, and the return of sun.  
Thus love and passion are minimized, even though emphasized as the main subject of 
both operas, the final conclusion seems to be that love and passion should not be idealized or be 





















CHAPTER SIX:  
CONCLUSION 
 Rusalka and The Snow Maiden through this detailed comparison have provided us with a 
beautiful parallel fairytale journey in which an abundance of similarities was discovered. Even 
the differences between the operas have a structural, plot, or symbolic connection. Throughout 
the comparison there were reflections of one opera into the other, from choice of characters, to 
the choice of plot development, to the use of the orchestra and instruments.  
 Strong differences between the two operas serve as a unique signature to each composer 
and emphasize the uniqueness of each opera, allowing the audience to recognize immediately 
that these two operas are composed by a different musician. However, the commonalities 
between them make us understand that both composers had in mind certain identical creative 
devices that seemed to them most effective. For example, their choices of the main character’s 
personality, reactions and emotions are similar as if it is the same character but through two 
different dimensions. The differences between the two protagonists in character development, 
vocal style, and personal choices are also very important, but even then the composers use 
different methods that help us connect them again. Either the plot moves in a synchronized 
manner, or the orchestration and instruments reflect one opera into another.  
 The characters surrounding the protagonists are also moving through two parallel 
dimensions. There are the fatherly figures (in The Snow Maiden Father Frost and the tsar reflect 
the Water Sprite in Rusalka), the rivals (Kupava and the exotic Princess), the lovers (Mizgir and 
Lel reflecting the Prince), the magic female character (Mother Spring and witch Ježibaba), and 
the slapstick character (Bobyl reflecting the gamekeeper and the pantry boy). In both operas we 
have important chorus scenes, with supernatural choruses in the beginning and the end, and in 
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the middle the mortal-folk chorus. However, Rimsky-Korsakov uses the chorus more frequently 
in The Snow Maiden thus giving the opera a strong folk character, not found in Rusalka, and the 
folk chorus returns at the end.  
 Musically the composers have different techniques in creating the dramatic scenery. 
Rimsky-Korsakov’s The Snow Maiden is almost double the duration of Dvořák’s Rusalka. 
Throughout the opera Rimsky-Korsakov uses new themes, folk melodies, and specific 
instruments in association to each character. These multiple themes that are memorable and very 
melodic maintain the interest and keep entertaining the audience. This is the reason that most of 
these themes are included as figures in this document, so that the reader can understand the 
ingenuity of Rimsky-Korsakov in writing so many amazing themes which all maintain the 
interest of the audience throughout a three-hour opera.  
Dvořák, on the other hand, mainly uses the technique of the leitmotifs with theme 
statements in the beginning and then use of themes as motives modified according to the plot. 
With just a handful of important themes he manages to create a two-hour opera which has such 
dramatic inflections and so many successful musical moments that his compositional methods 
have mastered Rusalka through a quite different means. The few themes are tangled together at 
times to emphasize such ideas as damnation, love, and betrayal. Sarcastic motives of the witch 
Ježibaba are often fused with the curse motives to emphasize the dark magic that lies behind the 
damnation that awaits the characters. Similarly, through the leitmotifs and the compositional 
mastery of the manipulation of the orchestral forces, Dvořák manages to convey emotion in such 
a deep manner that Rusalka’s naïveté is unnoticeable. An ingenuity of a completely different 
kind, Dvořák’s orchestra is an organic energy of emotions that conveys the emotional 
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fluctuations of the plot, the characters, and the events with precision in color, texture, mood, and 
detail.  
Rimsky-Korsakov uses the technique of the leitmotifs more sparingly and less noticeably. 
He used specific instruments for each character and the main themes associated with each 
character. Similarly, at the first presence of each character he added new themes reflecting 
his/her mood, emotions, or the words they were saying (e.g.: Lel’s song). Each character’s 
themes are not identical but they are very relative to each other in relation to one character; for 
example, in The Snow Maiden all her associated themes include the flute. Eventually, as the 
opera develops, we hear fragments of the multiple themes to remind us of the character, of his or 
her emotions, or to remind us of their presence, and they might be altered to convey the situation 
the character is in, thus creating brief motivic moments.  
 Without breaking down the music and the themes, the understanding of these two operas 
would have been unsuccessful. Each character is better understood when one can realize their 
character, emotions, and development through the opera. Even though the plot, the words, and 
the actions taken can help in shading a shadow of who each character is, without the music 
composed by either one of the composers one fails to see who these characters really are, and 
what their significance is. Through a multi-dimensional view of these operas, with a detail 
analysis of the plot, a thorough examination of the music and themes, and a careful research in 
the history behind these two fairy tales the comparison of the two operas was a really fascinating, 
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